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1. A WORLD AT WAR  

1.1 WAR AS A CONTINUATION OF POLITICS 
1.2 A WORLD AT WAR PARAMETERS 
1.3 COMPLETING RESEARCH 
1.4 UNUSED TILE POINTS AS BRPs 

1.1 WAR AS A CONTINUATION OF 

POLITICS: 

1.11  Sun Tzu taught us that “The best victory is when the opponent 
surrenders of its own accord before there are any actual hostilities... It is best 
to win without fighting”, but things are rarely that easy. Storm Over Asia ends 
with the outbreak of war, which may be fought using the companion game A 
World at War. 

1.12  If played as a stand-alone game, the last turn of Storm Over Asia is 
Summer 1939 and the first turn of A World at War is Fall 1939. If played in 
conjunction with Gathering Storm, Storm Over Asia ends at the same time as 
Gathering Storm, in the turn in which war breaks out in Europe. 

1.2  A WORLD AT WAR PARAMETERS: 

1.21  The outcome of Storm Over Asia affects many aspects of A World at 
War, including: 

A. The number of Japanese factories to be mobilized. 

B. The composition of the Japanese navy. 

C. Japan’s force levels when war breaks out. 

D. The starting BRP levels of Japan and China. 

E. Japan’s starting research. 

F. The sizes of the Nationalist and Communist Chinese armies. 

G. Control of Chinese territory. 

H. The Southeast Asian starting position, including Australian, Indian and 
other forces. 

I. The relative sizes of the Japanese Manchurian and the Russian Siberian 
garrisons. 

1.3  COMPLETING RESEARCH: 

1.31  COMPLETING RESEARCH: After Japan, China and Britain 
complete their research, applying Storm Over Asia rule 38.2, all Storm Over 
Asia research results, including partial results that modify A World at War 
research and production, are revealed. 

1.32  CONTINUING RESEARCH:  Japan continues research into A World 
at War; China does not. British Storm Over Asia research may affect some 
Western Allied production projects in A World at War. 

1.4  UNUSED TILE POINTS AS BRPs: 

1.41  Storm Over Asia tile points, as such, are worthless in A World at War, 
and therefore any tile points held by Japan and China when war breaks out 
are converted to A World at War BRPs. China’s starting BRP level in A World 
at War is reduced if it ends Storm Over Asia with a tile point deficit. 

1.42  CONVERSION RATE:  Each Japanese and Chinese tile point is worth 
3 BRPs. 

1.43  SAVED SHIPBUILDING POINTS:  Saved Japanese shipbuilding 
points (Storm Over Asia rule 19.75) are treated as unused tile points, and have 
no effect on Japanese shipbuilding in A World at War. 

1.44  LIMITS: The number of Storm Over Asia tile points that may be 
converted to A World at War BRPs is limited as follows. Additional tile points 
have no effect. 

A. JAPAN: Japan may use up to ten tile points to generate up to 30 additional 
BRPs for use in A World at War. 

B. CHINA: 

• China may use up to five tile points to generate up to 15 additional BRPs 
for use in A World at War. 

• China’s starting BRP level in A World at War  is reduced by -3 BRPs for 
each Storm Over Asia tile point deficit, to a maximum reduction of -15 
BRPs. 

C. BRITAIN: British Storm Over Asia tile points have no effect on Britain’s 
starting European BRP level. 

D. RUSSIA: Russian Storm Over Asia tile points have no effect on Russia’s 
starting European BRP level. 

1.45  EFFECT:  Additional BRPs from Storm Over Asia tile points do not 
affect Japan or China’s BRP base, but instead supplement their BRP levels 
(transition rules 5.31B, 5.41B). 

2. MAJOR POWERS AT WAR  

2.1 MAJOR POWERS AT WAR 
2.2 A WORLD AT WAR DECLARATIONS OF WAR 

2.1  MAJOR POWERS AT WAR: 

2.11  JAPAN AND CHINA AT WAR:  When A World at War begins: 

A. Japan and China are considered to be at war, whether or not any fighting 
took place in Storm Over Asia. 

B. No other major powers are at war in the Pacific theater.  

2.2 A WORLD AT WAR DECLARATIONS OF 

WAR: 

2.21  GENERAL RESTRICTIONS:  The normal A World at War 
declaration of war rules and costs apply (EXCEPTION: Storm Over Asia 
Russo-Japanese combat may affect the legality and BRP cost of a Japanese 
declaration of war against a neutral Russia, as well as the consequences - 
14.3-6, 15.5). 

3. MOBILIZATIONS  

3.1 JAPANESE MOBILIZATIONS 
3.2 OTHER MAJOR POWERS 

3.1  JAPANESE MOBILIZATIONS: 

3.11  Japan starts Storm Over Asia with three military factories. It may 
mobilize its remaining idle and civilian factories in Storm Over Asia and A 
World at War at a maximum rate of one factory per turn. 

STORM OVER ASIA 
Transition to A World at War 
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3.12  Each Japanese mobilization increases the Japanese A World at War BRP 
base by 10 BRPs. Mobilizations in A World at War also increase Japan’s BRP 
level by 10 BRPs. These increases to Japan’s BRP level are not prorated. 

3.13  Japan’s forces are increased by mobilizations as follows: 

A. The three starting Japanese mobilizations generate one shipbuilding 
increase, four infantry units and four air units (Storm Over Asia rule 14.92). 

B. Each of the next four Japanese mobilizations, whether carried out in Storm 
Over Asia before the outbreak of war or in A World at War after the outbreak 
of war, generate units as set out in Storm Over Asia rule 14.7. If war breaks 
out before these mobilizations are completed, the units generated are 
immediately converted to A World at War units, as set out in transition rule 
4.3. 

C. Japan’s eighth mobilization occurs in the first turn of A World at War, 
provided Japan has completed its seventh mobilization prior to the outbreak 
of war. Otherwise, Japan’s eighth mobilization occurs in the turn after Japan 
completes its seventh mobilization. Japan’s eighth mobilization generates 
Japanese units as set out in A World at War rule 36, and has no effect on USJT. 

D. Japan’s remaining three mobilizations occur in accordance with A World 
at War rule 36 and trigger USJT increases. 

3.2  OTHER MAJOR POWERS: 

3.21  All other major power mobilizations occur in Europe and are governed 
by the applicable Gathering Storm and A World at War rules. 

4. JAPANESE FORCE LEVELS 

4.1 OVERVIEW 
4.2 ACTIVE AND RESERVE UNITS 
4.3 JAPANESE UNITS 
4.4 SHIPS 

4.1  OVERVIEW: 

4.11  Each Storm Over Asia Japanese armor, infantry or air unit is converted 
to one or more A World at War units, as set out below.  

4.12  A WORLD AT WAR REFERENCES:  All references to units with 
combat and movement factors (“3-3 armor unit”), AAF and air squadrons 
refer to A World at War units. 

4.13  MOBILIZATION DELAYS:  Mobilized units enter the Japanese 
force pool after the standard mobilization delays: 
A. SHIPBUILDING: None. 

B. INFANTRY: Two turns. 

C. AIR: Four turns. 

D. ARMOR: Six turns. 

4.2  ACTIVE AND RESERVE UNITS:  

4.21  Storm Over Asia units which were active begin A World at War as “At 
Start” forces and may be used immediately, without being constructed. 

4.22  Storm Over Asia units which were in reserve begin A World at War as 
“allowable builds” and must be constructed before being used. 

4.3  JAPANESE UNITS: 

4.31  Japanese Storm Over Asia units are converted to A World at War units 
as follows:  

4.32  ARMOR: 

A. NO JAPANESE ARMOR RESEARCH: If Japan does not 
research armor in Storm Over Asia, each Japanese Storm Over 
Asia armor unit is converted to a 1-3 and a 2-3 armor unit.  

• First three levels of armor research: For each of the first three levels 
of Japan’s Storm Over Asia armor research, up to Japan’s first armor 
result, Japan may: 

o Convert one Storm Over Asia armor unit to a 3-3 armor unit; or 

o Produce a 3-3 armor unit in A World at War. 

• Next three levels of armor research: For each of the next three levels 
of Japan’s Storm Over Asia armor research, up to Japan’s second armor 
result, Japan may: 

o Convert one Storm Over Asia armor unit to a 4-3 armor unit instead 
of a 3-3 armor unit; or 

o Produce a 4-3 armor unit instead of a 3-3 armor unit in A World at 
War. 

• If Japan achieves 15 steps of Storm Over Asia armor research, as 
indicated by a “”, it adds three armor factors to its A World at War force 
pool as allowable builds. 

• If Japan achieves 18 steps of Storm Over Asia armor research, it adds 
another three armor factors to its A World at War force pool as starting 
units, in addition to the three armor factors as allowable builds from a 
15-step armor result. 

B. EFFECT OF CONVERTING TO 3-3 AND 4-3 ARMOR UNITS: 

• If Japan converts Storm Over Asia armor units to A World at War 3-3 or 
4-3 armor units, it may later mobilize or produce 1-3 and 2-3 armor units, 
up to the Japanese force pool limit (three 1-3 and three 2-3 armor units). 

• Converting Storm Over Asia armor units to A World at War 4-3 armor 
units does not reduce Japan’s force pool (4.36A). 

C. 3-3 AND 4-3 ARMOR UNITS OPTIONAL: Japan may elect not to 
convert its Storm Over Asia armor units to 3-3 or 4-3 armor units. 

D. If Japan mobilizes a fourth armor unit, rather than a third shipbuilding 
increase, one army air squadron is removed from Japan’s force pool. 

4.33  INFANTRY: 

A. Each Japanese Storm Over Asia infantry unit is converted to 
eight infantry factors. 

B. INITIAL MOBILIZATIONS: Japan starts Storm Over Asia 
with three completed mobilizations that have generated four Storm Over Asia 
infantry units, which are converted to the following A World at War infantry 
units: 

• Four 3-2 infantry units. 

• Four 2-2 infantry units. 

• Twelve 1-2 infantry units. 

C. FIRST AND SECOND MOBILIZATIONS: Japan’s first and second 
Storm Over Asia mobilizations each generate an infantry unit that is 
converted to: 

• One 3-2 infantry unit. 

• Two 2-2 infantry units. 

• One 1-2 infantry unit. 

D. THIRD AND FOURTH MOBILIZATIONS: Japan’s third and fourth 
Storm Over Asia mobilizations each generate an infantry unit that is 
converted to: 

• One 3-2 infantry unit. 

• One 2-2 infantry unit. 

• Three 1-2 infantry units. 

E. FINAL INFANTRY FORCE POOL: Ultimately Japan’s eight Storm 
Over Asia infantry units generate eight 3-2, ten 2-2 and twenty 1-2 infantry 
units. 

4.34  AIR: 

A. CONVERSION TO AIR SQUADRONS: Each Japanese 
Storm Over Asia air unit is converted to six A World at War air 
squadrons. 

B. ADJUSTMENTS FROM OTHER UNITS: The total number of 
Japanese army air squadrons is increased or decreased as follows: 

• Air transport: If Japan achieves an air transport result, it removes 
three unbuilt army air squadrons from its force pool. The air transport 
factor is a Japanese allowable build. 

• Specialized units: Japan removes three At Start army air squadrons 
from its force pool for its initial airborne unit and another three unbuilt 
air squadrons for its first specialized unit result, whether this is used to 
generate an airborne or Special Naval Landing Force unit. Japan’s 
initial airborne unit is part of Japan’s At Start forces; any additional 
Japanese specialized units are allowable builds. 

• Fourth armor unit: If Japan mobilizes a fourth armor unit, rather than 
a third shipbuilding increase, one army air squadron is removed from 
Japan’s force pool. 
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C. CONVERSION TO ARMY AND NAVAL AIR UNITS: The 
remaining Japanese air squadrons are converted to either AAF or elite 
NAS, as follows: 

• For each Storm Over Asia turn after Japan achieves its first Storm Over 
Asia naval air training result, Japan converts one air squadron to a 
NAS. Japan’s starting naval air training result does not count. 

• For each Storm Over Asia turn after Summer 1939, Japan converts an 
additional one air squadron to a NAS. 

• The remaining Japanese air squadrons are converted to AAF. 

• Any remnants (one or two air squadrons) become NAS. 

• All starting Japanese NAS, except for remnants, are considered to be 
built during Storm Over Asia and begin A World at War as At Start 
forces. 

4.35  SHIPBUILDING: 

A. A Japanese Storm Over Asia shipbuilding increase converts to 
a Japanese A World at War shipbuilding increase. 

B. Japanese Storm Over Asia shipbuilding increases have no 
effect on the Japanese force pool. 

4.36  JAPANESE FORCE POOL: 

A. TOTAL BRP VALUE: The total BRP value of Japan’s A World at War 
force pool must total 20 BRPs of units for each Japanese Storm Over Asia 
mobilization (seven, if Japan mobilized all four idle factories, for a total value 
of 140 BRPs). 

• All Japanese ground and air units are counted towards the Japanese 
force pool value. 

• The additional values for Japanese armor upgrades from 3-3 to 4-3 
armor units are not counted. 

• The additional armor units from Japanese 15- and 18-step armor 
research are not counted. 

• The air transport added as an allowable build from a Japanese Storm 
Over Asia air transport result is counted. 

• The strategic bomber factor added as an allowable build if Japanese 
achieves a third Storm Over Asia strategic bomber result is not 
counted. 

• The initial and first additional Japanese specialized units from the first 
Japanese Storm Over Asia specialized unit result added as At Start 
forces are counted; the second and third Japanese specialized units 
added from the third and fourth Japanese Storm Over Asia specialized 
unit results are not counted. 

• Japan’s initial shipbuilding point is not counted; its second and 
(optional) third shipbuilding points are counted as five BRPs each. 

 

4.4  SHIPS: 

4.41  After Storm Over Asia has ended, Japan determines its starting naval 
force levels for A World at War based on the location (row and column) of 
named ships in its shipyard. The number of other naval units is fixed, but may 
be increased by research. 

4.42  NAMED SHIPS: Japan begins A World at War with a set number of 
named ships and any ships which have launched during Storm Over Asia. 
Ships under construction on the Storm Over Asia turn track are transferred to 
the Japanese Naval Construction Chart as indicated below. 

A. FIXED NAMED SHIP LEVELS: Japan's fixed named ship levels are as 
follows: 

• CV: Akagi, Kaga. 

• CVL: Ryujo, Zuiho. 

• BB4: Mutsu, Nagato. 

• BB3: Fuso, Hyuga, Ise, Yamashiro. 

• BC3: Haruna, Hiei, Kirishima, Kongo (once launched). 

B. SHIPS UNDER CONSTRUCTION: Ships under construction in 
Japan’s shipyard at the end of Storm Over Asia are transferred to the Japanese 
A World at War Naval Construction Chart. 

4.43  LIGHT SHIPS: Japan begins A World at War with the following levels 

of light ships, possibly augmented by additional cruisers (4.431) and light 

ship research (4.432, 6.48). 

A. CRUISERS: CA24. 

B. DESTROYERS: DD10. This total is modified according to the turn in 
which war breaks out: 

• Two fewer destroyers for each turn prior to Summer 1939. 

• Two additional destroyers for each turn after Summer 1939. 

4.431  LIGHT SHIP CONSTRUCTION: Japan may, at its option, use 
some or all of any surplus shipyard capacity at the end of Storm Over Asia by 
constructing additional light ships, as follows: 

A. CRUISER: The first such additional unit must be a CA2, which is placed 
on the “2” row of the first season of A World at War. 

B. DESTROYERS: Destroyer factors equal in number to any remaining 
surplus shipyard capacity may then also be placed on the “Launch” row of 
the first season of A World at War. 

4.432  ADDITIONAL LIGHT SHIPS:  Japan’s starting cruiser and 
destroyer levels may be increased by light ship research (6.48) 

4.44  SW UNITS: Japan begins A World at War with the following 
constructed SW units: 

A. SUBMARINES: One submarine. This may be increased by submarine 
research (6.49). 

B. ASW: None. This may be increased by ASW production research (6.410). 

C. TRANSPORTS: 19. This may be increased by transport research (6.412). 

 

5.  ECONOMICS 

5.1 JAPANESE BRP BASE 
5.2 JAPANESE MOBILIZATIONS 
5.3 JAPANESE BRP LEVEL 
5.4 CHINA 
5.5 BRITAIN 
5.6 RUSSIA 

5.1  JAPANESE BRP BASE: 

5.11  STARTING JAPANESE BRP BASE:  The starting Japanese BRP 
base in A World at War is 35 BRPs, for Mukden, Harbin, Seoul and Taipei, 
plus 10 BRPs for each Japanese military factory at the end of Storm Over 
Asia, for a maximum starting BRP base of 105 BRPs. 

5.2  JAPANESE MOBILIZATIONS: 

5.21  BRP BASE:  Japan’s BRP base is increased by 10 BRPs for each 
civilian or idle factory it mobilizes in A World at War. 
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5.22  BRP LEVEL:  Japan’s BRP level is increased by 10 BRPs for each 
civilian or idle factory it mobilizes in A World at War. 

5.23  FORCES:  When Japan mobilizes in A World at War, it increases its 
force pool in accordance with transition rule 3.13. 

5.3  JAPANESE BRP LEVEL: 

5.31  JAPANESE BRP LEVEL:  Japan’s starting BRP level in A World at 
War is the total of the following components: 

A. PRORATED COMPONENTS: 100% if the first A World at War turn is 
Spring; 75% if Summer; 50% if Fall; 25% if Winter. 

• Military factories: The value of the Japanese BRP base, based on the 
number of factories mobilized in Storm Over Asia.  

• Conquered Chinese regions: 5 BRPs for each Chinese region 
containing a key economic area (Northern China, Central China, 
Shanghai, the South China Coast and Szechuan) conquered by Japan in 
Storm Over Asia. 

• Economic interests: 5 BRPs for each economic interest generated by 
Storm Over Asia trade pacts in: 

o An unconquered Chinese region containing a key economic area 
(Northern China, Central China, Shanghai, the South China Coast 
and Szechuan). 

o Malaya and Thailand. 

B. NON-PRORATED COMPONENTS: Japan then adjusts its starting 
BRP total as follows: 

• Unused tile points: 3 BRPs for each unused Storm Over Asia tile point, 
to a maximum of 30 BRPs (transition rule 1.43A). 

 

5.4  CHINA: 

5.41  CHINESE BRP LEVEL:  China’s starting BRP level in A World at 
War is the total of the following components: 

A. PRORATED COMPONENTS: 100% if the first A World at War turn is 
Spring; 75% if Summer; 50% if Fall; 25% if Winter. 

• BRP base minus uncontrolled regions: China’s BRP base of 40 BRPs, 
reduced by 5 BRPs for each Chinese key economic area (Canton, 
Chungking, Nanking, Peking and Shanghai) conquered by Japan or 
under Communist control.  

B. NON-PRORATED COMPONENTS: China then adjusts its starting 
BRP total as follows: 

• Unused tile points: 3 BRPs for each unused Storm Over Asia tile point, 
to a maximum of 15 BRPs (transition rule 1.43B). 

• Tile point deficit: -3 BRPs for each Storm Over Asia tile point deficit, 
to a maximum reduction of -15 BRPs from a -5 tile point deficit 
(transition rule 1.43B). 

5.5  BRITAIN: 

5.51  BRITISH BRP LEVEL:  Storm Over Asia  has the following effects 
on Britain’s A World at War BRP level: 

A. The economic value of India varies according to the level of British 
economic preparation research (6.910). Each higher result includes all lower 
results: 

• No economic preparation research: The India box is worth 10 BRPs. 
The rest of India has no BRP value. 

• Three steps of economic preparation research: Calcutta is a British 
colony worth five BRPs. 

• One economic preparation research result: Dacca is a British colony 
worth five BRPs. 

• Nine steps of economic preparation research: Colombo is a British 
colony worth five BRPs. 

• Two economic preparation research results: The value of the Indian 
box is increased to 15 BRPs. This increases the BRP value of the 
Commonwealth portion of the British BRP base from 40 to 45 BRPs. 

B. Britain’s adds 5 BRPs for an economic interest in Thailand in the 1940 
YSS if it had three or more flags in Thailand when Storm Over Asia ends 
(13.72A). 

C. Britain adds 5 BRPs, rather than 10 BRPs, for Malaya in the 1940 YSS if 
Japan had three or more flags in Malaya when Storm Over Asia ends 
(13.62B). 

5.6  RUSSIA: 

5.61  NO EFFECT:  Storm Over Asia  has no effect on Russia’s A World 

at War BRP level. 

 

6. RESEARCH  

6.1 TRANSITION TO A WORLD AT WAR 
6.2 GENERAL RESEARCH 
6.3 AIR PROJECTS 
6.4 NAVAL PROJECTS 
6.5 MILITARY PROJECTS 
6.6 ATOMIC PROJECTS 
6.7 INTELLIGENCE PROJECTS 
6.8 CHINESE RESEARCH 
6.9 BRITISH RESEARCH 

6.1  TRANSITION TO A WORLD AT WAR: 

6.11  RESEARCH PROJECTS: For Storm Over Asia research projects that 
are research projects in A World at War: 

A. Each Storm Over Asia research result achieved becomes an A World at 
War research result. 

B. As detailed below, intermediate Storm Over Asia research results may 
have A World at War effects.  

6.12  PRODUCTION PROJECTS: For Storm Over Asia research projects 
that are A World at War production projects: 

A. Each Storm Over Asia research result achieved becomes an A World at 
War production result. 

B. For each Storm Over Asia level of research achieved short of a production 
result: 

• For Storm Over Asia research projects that generate a result at three 
levels (six steps), each level is equivalent to one A World at War research 
point. 

• For Storm Over Asia research projects that generate a result at five levels 
(ten steps): 

o The first two levels (four steps) are equivalent to one A World at War 
research point. 

o The next two levels (eight steps) are equivalent to a second A World 
at War research point. 
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6.13  EARLY WAR:  If war breaks out in 1938 or earlier, all the date 
restrictions set out in A World at War rule 41.31D apply. In addition, RPs may 
not be assigned to the following research and production projects until the 
indicated date: 

A. Japanese torpedo research: 1939. 

B. Japanese naval air training production: 1940. 

C. Japanese Magic production: 1940. 

 

6.2  GENERAL RESEARCH: 

6.21  WHEN JAPANESE GENERAL RESEARCH IS PERMITTED:  
How Japanese general research is first conducted depends on when war 
breaks out: 

A. 1938 OR EARLIER:  If the first turn of A World at War is in 1938 or 
earlier, Japanese general research is not permitted until 1939 (EXCEPTION: 
Atomic general research - 6.63B). 

B. 1939: If the first turn of A World at War is in 1939, Japanese general 
research is permitted in 1939. 

C. 1940:  If the first turn of A World at War is in 1940, Japan assigns RPs to 
general research in 1939 retroactively, as follows: 

• Japan may assign four RPs to 1939 general research. 

• RPs need not be assigned to general research for all categories. 

• No more than three RPs may be assigned to general research for any one 
category. 

• All 1939 general research die rolls are resolved before RPs are assigned 
to 1940 research.  

D. 1941: If the first turn of A World at War is in 1941, Japanese general 
research for 1939 is conducted as set out in 6.21C, then the procedure is 
repeated for 1940, with any modifiers from 1939 general research results 
being carried over into 1940. 

6.22 ATOMIC RESEARCH: For each level of atomic research achieved in 
Storm Over Asia, Japan may apply a [+1] modifier to atomic general 
research: 

A. The application of Storm Over Asia atomic research modifiers is 
announced at the start of the research phase in which they are applied, before 
Japan makes the research die roll for atomic general research for that year. 

B. Japan may apply all its Storm Over Asia atomic research modifiers to a 
single atomic general research die roll, spread its Storm Over Asia modifiers 
out so there is a [+1] modifier for each atomic general research die roll for as 
many years as it has Storm Over Asia modifiers, or anything in between. 

C. Each Japanese Storm Over Asia atomic research modifier may only be 
used once.  

D. If war breaks out in 1940 or later, Storm Over Asia atomic research 
modifiers may be applied to 1939 and 1940 atomic general research die rolls, 
subject to the restriction that the modifier applied may not exceed the level 
of Storm Over Asia atomic research achieved up to that year. 

 

6.3  AIR PROJECTS: 

6.31  JETS: 

A. Regardless of when war breaks out, Japanese jet research in A 
World at War may begin in: 

• 1945 (no Storm Over Asia jet research results); 

• 1944 (one Storm Over Asia jet research result); 

• 1943 (two or three Storm Over Asia jet research results). 

B. Three, nine and 15 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia jet research, as 
indicated by a “”, generate a [+1] modifier when Japan first rolls for jet 
research in A World at War. 

C. In addition to generating a [+1] modifier when Japan first rolls for jet 
research in A World at War, 18 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia jet research 
generate one prototype jet factor in A World at War. This jet factor is added, 
unbuilt, to the Japanese force pool in Spring 1942, counts against the overall 
Japanese jet force pool limit and has a range of one hex. 

6.32  AIR RANGE: 

A. A Japanese Storm Over Asia air range result 
generates a [+5] modifier in A World at War when 
Japan first rolls for air range research. 

B. Intermediate Japanese Storm Over Asia air range results, indicated by a 
“+” number on the Storm Over Asia research record sheet, generate a [+] 
modifier in A World at War when Japan first rolls for air range research. 

6.33  STRATEGIC BOMBERS: 

A. The first Japanese Storm Over Asia strategic bomber result 
generates a [+3] modifier in A World at War when first rolling for 
strategic bomber research. 

B. A second Japanese Storm Over Asia strategic bomber result generates a 
[+6] modifier in A World at War when first rolling for strategic bomber 
research. 

C. A third Japanese Storm Over Asia strategic bomber result generates an A 
World at War strategic bomber result and adds one strategic bomber to the 
Japanese starting force pool as an allowable build. This has no effect on 
Japan’s air force pool. 

D. Intermediate Japanese Storm Over Asia strategic bomber results, also 
indicated by a “+” number on the Storm Over Asia research record sheet, 
generate a [+] modifier in A World at War when first rolling for strategic 
bomber research. 

E. The production of Japanese strategic bomber units is not permitted in 
Storm Over Asia; this occurs only as a result of a maximum (third) Japanese 
Storm Over Asia strategic bomber result or later during A World at War once 
a Japanese strategic bomber result is achieved. 

6.34  AIR DEFENSE:  

A. A Japanese Storm Over Asia air defense result 
generates a [+5] modifier in A World at War when 
Japan first rolls for air defense research. 

B. Intermediate Japanese Storm Over Asia air defense results, indicated by a 
“+” number on the Storm Over Asia research record sheet, generate a [+] 
modifier in A World at War when Japan first rolls for air defense research. 

6.35  AIR TRANSPORTS: 

A. A Japanese Storm Over Asia air transport result adds an air 
transport unit to Japan’s A World at War force pool as an 
allowable build. 
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B. Intermediate Japanese Storm Over Asia air transport results, indicated by 
a circled number on the Japanese Storm Over Asia research record sheet, 
generate one or two research points towards the production of an air transport 
unit, as set out in 6.12B above ( = one RP;  = two RPs). 

C. If Japan achieves an air transport result in Storm Over Asia, three unbuilt 
air squadrons are removed from Japan’s starting force pool  (4.34B). 

 

6.4  NAVAL PROJECTS: 

6.41  NAVAL AIR TRAINING: 

A. Japan starts Storm Over Asia with one naval air training result. 

B. The first Japanese naval air training result researched by Japan 
in Storm Over Asia increases Japan’s naval air training level in A 

World at War to two. 

C. The second Japanese naval air training result researched by Japan in Storm 
Over Asia increases Japan’s naval air training level in A World at War to three. 

D. The third Japanese naval air training result researched by Japan in Storm 
Over Asia increases Japan’s naval air training level in A World at War to four. 

E. Intermediate Japanese Storm Over Asia naval air training results, indicated 
by a circled number on the Japanese Storm Over Asia research record sheet, 
generate one or two research points towards the next Japanese naval air 
training production result in A World at War (,  or = one RP; ,  or 
 = two RPs).  

6.42  CARRIER DESIGN: 

A. Japan’s first Storm Over Asia carrier design result allows it to 
build CVs in A World at War. 

B. For each level of Storm Over Asia carrier design research past 
its first result, Japan may build one CVB in A World at War (four levels allow 
one CVB to be built; five levels allow two CVBs to be built). 

C. Japan’s second Storm Over Asia carrier design result allows it to build 
CVBs without restriction in A World at War. 

6.43  BATTLESHIP DESIGN: 

A. Japan’s first Storm Over Asia battleship design result allows 
it to build four-factor battleships in A World at War. 

B. For each level of Storm Over Asia battleship design research 
past its first result, Japan may build one five-factor battleship in A World at 
War (four levels allow one five-factor battleship to be built; five levels allow 
two five-factor battleships to be built). 

C. Japan’s second Storm Over Asia battleship design result allows it to build 
five-factor battleships without restriction in A World at War. 

6.44  ASW RESEARCH: 

A. A Japanese Storm Over Asia ASW result allows Japan to 
conduct ASW research in A World at War. 

B. Eight steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia ASW research 
generates a [+1] modifier in A World at War when Japan first rolls for ASW 
research. 

C. Ten steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia ASW research generates a [+2] 
modifier in A World at War when Japan first rolls for ASW research. 

D. Japan may not roll for ASW research until 1943 (A World at War rule 
41.31D). 

6.45  TORPEDOES: 

A. A Japanese Storm Over Asia torpedo result generates a [+3] 
modifier in A World at War when Japan first rolls for torpedo 
research. 

B. Intermediate Japanese Storm Over Asia torpedo results, also indicated by 
a “+” number on Japan’s Storm Over Asia research record sheet, generate a 
[+] modifier in A World at War when Japan first rolls for torpedo research. 

C. Japan starts A World at War with one torpedo result, independent of Storm 
Over Asia torpedo research. 

6.46  ADVANCED SUBMARINES: 

A. Regardless of when war breaks out, Japanese advanced 
submarine research in A World at War may begin in: 

• 1945 (no Japanese Storm Over Asia advanced submarine 
results); 

• 1944 (one Japanese Storm Over Asia advanced submarine result); 

• 1943 (two or three Japanese Storm Over Asia advanced submarine 
results). 

B. Three, nine and 15 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia advanced submarine 
research, as indicated by a “”, generate a [+1] modifier when Japan first 
rolls for advanced submarine research in A World at War. 

C. In addition to generating a [+1] modifier when Japan first rolls for 
advanced submarine research in A World at War, 18 steps of Japanese Storm 
Over Asia advanced submarine research generate one prototype advanced 
submarine factor in A World at War. This advanced submarine factor is added, 
unbuilt, to the Japanese force pool in Spring 1942, counts against the overall 
Japanese advanced submarine force pool limit and operates in the same 
manner as other Japanese advanced submarine factors. 

6.47  HARBOR ATTACKS: 

A. Three steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia harbor attack 
research, as indicated by a “”, generate a “6” (one target) A 
World at War harbor attack result. 

B. A Japanese Storm Over Asia harbor attack result generates a “7” (two 
target) A World at War harbor attack result. 

C. Japanese harbor attack results generated in Storm Over Asia must be 
carried out by Japan before any harbor attacks researched by Japan in A World 
at War are made. 

6.48  LIGHT SHIPS: 

A. Each Storm Over Asia light ship result adds a cruiser (CA2) 
and two destroyers (DD2) to the Japanese navy. These additional 
light ships begin built at the start of A World at War. 

B. Three steps of Storm Over Asia light ship research, as indicated by a “”, 
add a cruiser (CA2), but no destroyers. 

C. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia light ship research, as indicated by a “”, 
add a cruiser (CA2), but no destroyers, in addition to the CA2 and DD2 added 
from the first light ship result. 

6.49  SUBMARINES: 

A. Without any Storm Over Asia submarine research, Japan starts 
A World at War with one unbuilt submarine factor. 

B. Three steps of Storm Over Asia submarine research, as 
indicated by a “”, build Japan’s initial submarine factor. 

C. A Storm Over Asia submarine result generates a second, unbuilt submarine 
factor. 

D. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia submarine research, as indicated by a “”, 
build this second submarine factor. In addition, the A World at War rule 
25.13C limits on the number of Japanese submarines that may conduct 
submarine warfare each turn are increased by one each year: up to and 
including 1942: 2; 1943: 3; 1944: 4; 1945: 5; 1946: 6. 

E. A second Storm Over Asia submarine result generates a third, unbuilt 
submarine factor. In addition, the A World at War rule 25.13C limits on the 
number of Japanese submarines that may conduct submarine warfare each 
turn are increased by an additional one each year: up to and including 1942: 
3; 1943: 4; 1944: 5; 1945: 6; 1946: 7. 

6.410  ASW PRODUCTION: 

A. Japan starts A World at War with no ASW factors. A Japanese 
Storm Over Asia ASW production result allows Japan to produce 
ASW in A World at War, starting in 1943 (A World at War rule 

41.31D). 

B. Nine steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia ASW production research, as 
indicated by a “”, generate one research point towards the production of 
ASW units in A World at War. 
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C. A second Japanese Storm Over Asia ASW production result generates one 
built ASW factor. 

6.411  PORTS: 

A. A Japanese Storm Over Asia ports result generates a second 
port in Truk. 

B. A second Japanese Storm Over Asia ports result allows Japan 
to place a port counter in accordance with A World at War rule 21.121C. 

C. Intermediate Japanese Storm Over Asia ports results, indicated by a circled 
number on the Storm Over Asia research record sheet, generate one or two 
research points towards generating a second port in Truk ( = one RP;  = 
two RPs) or placing a port counter ( = one RP;  = two RPs). This second 
port may be built at any time at no BRP cost. 

D. If Japan does not achieve any port results in Storm Over Asia then it begins 
A World at War begins with only a single port in Truk. 

6.412  TRANSPORTS: 

A. Without any Japanese Storm Over Asia transport production 
research, Japan starts A World at War with 19 built transports. If 
Japan conducted transport research in Storm Over Asia: 

B. Three steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia transport research, as indicated 
by a “”, generate one additional unbuilt Japanese transport (19 built and 
one unbuilt transports). 

C. A Japanese Storm Over Asia transport result builds the additional Japanese 
transport (20 built transports). 

D. Nine steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia transport research, as indicated 
by a “”, generate a second additional unbuilt transport (20 built and one 
unbuilt transports). 

E. A second Japanese Storm Over Asia transport result builds the second 
additional transport (21 built transports). 

F. 15 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia transport research, as indicated by a 
“”, add a built transport (22 built transports). 

G. 18 steps of Storm Over Asia transport research add an additional built 
transport (23 transports) and allow one Japanese heavy shipbuilding point to 
be used for transport construction. 

 

6.5  MILITARY PROJECTS: 

6.51  ARMOR: 

A. If Japan does no Storm Over Asia armor research, the three 
Japanese Storm Over Asia armor units are converted to 1-3 and 
2-3 armor units. 

B. For each of the first three levels of Japan’s Storm Over Asia armor 
research, up to Japan’s first armor result, Japan may: 

• Convert one Storm Over Asia armor unit to a 3-3 armor unit; or 

• Produce a 3-3 armor unit in A World at War. 

C. For each of the next three levels of Japan’s Storm Over Asia armor 
research, up to Japan’s second armor result, Japan may: 

• Convert one Storm Over Asia armor unit to a 4-3 armor unit instead of a 
3-3 armor unit; or 

• Produce a 4-3 armor unit instead of a 3-3 armor unit in A World at War. 

Converting Storm Over Asia armor units to A World at War 4-3 armor units 
does not reduce Japan’s force pool (4.36A). 

D. If Japan achieves 15 steps of Storm Over Asia armor research, as indicated 

by a “”, it adds three armor factors to its A World at War force pool as 
allowable builds. 

E. If Japan achieves 18 steps of Storm Over Asia armor research, it adds 
another three armor factors to its A World at War force pool as starting units, 
in addition to the three armor factors as allowable builds from a 15-step armor 
result. 

6.52  ROCKETS: 

A. Regardless of when war breaks out, rocket research in A World 
at War may begin in: 

• 1945 (no Japanese Storm Over Asia rocket results); 

• 1944 (one Japanese Storm Over Asia rocket result); 

• 1943 (two or three Japanese Storm Over Asia rocket results). 

B. Three, nine and 15 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia rocket research, as 
indicated by a “”, generate a [+1] modifier when Japan first rolls for rocket 
research in A World at War. 

C. In addition to generating a [+1] modifier when Japan first rolls for rocket 
research in A World at War, 18 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia rocket 
research generate one rocket base in A World at War. This rocket base may 
be placed on the mapboard in Spring 1942 and counts against the overall 
Japanese rocket base force pool limit. 

6.53  SPECIALIZED UNITS:  
A. Japan starts Storm Over Asia with one airborne 
unit. 

B. The first Japanese specialized unit result 
researched by Japan in Storm Over Asia adds an unbuilt specialized unit to 
Japan’s A World at War At Start forces and removes three army air 
squadrons from its allowable builds. 

C. The second Japanese specialized unit result researched by Japan in Storm 
Over Asia adds a second, unbuilt specialized unit to Japan’s A World at War 
At Start forces and removes three army air squadrons from its allowable 
builds. 

D. The third Japanese specialized unit result researched by Japan in Storm 
Over Asia adds the last two specialized units to Japan’s A World at War At 
Start forces. This has no effect on Japan’s army air force pool. 

E. The decision whether to convert Storm Over Asia specialized unit results 
to A World at War airborne or Special Naval Landing Force units is made 
during the transition from Storm Over Asia to A World at War, subject to the 
following restrictions: 

• Japan’s starting Storm Over Asia specialized unit result is converted to 
an A World at War airborne unit. 

• If Japan applied a Storm Over Asia specialized unit result to its army 
garrison, it must convert that specialized unit result to a second A World 
at War airborne unit. 

• Any additional Storm Over Asia specialized unit results applied to 
Japan’s army garrison, and all Storm Over Asia specialized unit results 
applied to Japan’s naval garrison, are converted to A World at War 
Special Naval Landing Force units. 

F. Three, nine and 15 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia specialized unit 
research, as indicated by a “”, generate one research point towards the 
production of a specialized unit in A World at War. 

G. In addition to the above: 

• 15 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia specialized unit research generate 
a [+1] modifier for the first Japanese CTL roll in A World at War. 

• 18 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia specialized unit research generate 
an additional [+1] modifier for the first Japanese CTL roll in A World 
at War, for a net modifier of [+2]. 

6.54  ECONOMIC PREPARATION: 

A. CONSTRUCTION LIMIT EFFECTS: For each level of 
economic preparation research achieved by Japan in Storm Over 
Asia, up to a second economic preparation result, the Japanese 

construction limit in A World at War is increased by one, from a starting level 
of -3 BRPs per turn, up to a maximum increase of +3 BRPs per turn, starting 
in the first turn of war. 
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Construction Limit Effects - 6.54 

Economic preparation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6+ 

Construction limit effect -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 

“Economic preparation” is the number of levels of Japanese Storm 
Over Asia economic preparation research achieved. 

“Construction limit effect” is the corresponding decrease or increase 
in Japan’s construction limit in A World at War. 

 
B. PRODUCTION EFFECTS: In addition to the construction limit effects 
of a second Japanese Storm Over Asia economic preparation result: 

• 15 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia economic preparation research, as 
indicated by a “”, give Japan either the six air or the six military 
production results listed below. The decision whether to obtain the air or 
military production results is made when the first result is chosen, and 
may not be changed once made. 

• 18 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia economic preparation research 
give Japan any combination of the air and military production results 
listed below. 

• Production results may be taken in any order. 

• Only one production result may be taken each year. 

• Each production result may be taken only once per game. 

• The first production result may be taken in the year in which normal 
production is first allowed. 

• Economic preparation production results do not count against production 
and other yearly limits. 

C. PRODUCTION RESULTS: 

• Air: 

o One AAF. 

o One interceptor. 

o Three NAS. 

o One strategic bomber factor. 

o One air transport. 

o One airbase. 

• Military: 

o Three infantry factors. 

o Three flak factors. 

o One specialized unit. 

o One fortification. 

o One railhead. 

 
 
D. OIL PLANTS: In addition to the production effects set out above: 

• 15 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia economic preparation research, as 
indicated by a “”, allow Japan to produce one oil plant in A World at 
War in either Harbin or Mukden, at a cost of five RPs. 

• 18 steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia economic preparation research 
allow Japan to produce a second oil plant in A World at War in Harbin or 
Mukden, at a cost of five RPs. 

• For each year in which Japan foregoes an economic preparation 
production effect, it receives a one RP credit towards the construction of 
its oil plant(s). 

 

6.6  ATOMIC PROJECTS: 

6.61  RADAR: 

A. A Japanese Storm Over Asia radar result gen-

erates a [+5] modifier in A World at War when first 

rolling for radar research. 

B. Intermediate Japanese Storm Over Asia radar results, indicated by a “+” 
number on the Storm Over Asia research record sheet, generate a [+] modifier 
in A World at War when first rolling for radar research. 

6.62  ATOMIC RESEARCH: 

A. Japanese Storm Over Asia atomic research may be, at the 
Japanese player’s option: 

•transferred to Japanese radar research, on a step-for-step basis; 
or 

• retained in atomic research, to generate [+] modifiers in A World at War 
when rolling for atomic general research, as described in 6.22. 

B. If Japan achieves a Storm Over Asia atomic research result (10 steps) and 
does not transfer any research steps to radar research, it may pursue 
development of the atomic bomb in A World at War. 

6.63  TIMING OF ATOMIC RESEARCH IN A WORLD AT WAR:  

A. A WORLD AT WAR RESTRICTIONS NORMALLY APPLY: If Japan 
pursues development of the atomic bomb in A World at War (6.62B), 
Japanese research points may not be assigned to atomic projects until the 
following times, regardless of when war breaks out in Europe (EXCEPTION: 
Atomic general research: 6.63B): 

• 1939: 

o Atomic general research. 

• 1941 YSS: 

o Controlled reaction research. 

• 1942 YSS: 

o Uranium plant production. 

• 1943 YSS: 

o Plutonium reactor production. 

• 1944 YSS: 

o Uranium separation research. 

o Plutonium production research. 

o Atomic bomb research. 

B. ATOM SPLIT IN GATHERING STORM: Atomic general research is 
permitted in the first year of war if general random event 72 or 144 occurs in 
Gathering Storm. This exception applies even if war breaks out prior to 1939, 
so the first A World at War turn occurs in 1938 or earlier. The restrictions on 
other atomic research set out in 6.63 apply regardless of when atomic general 
research begins. 

http://www.osti.gov/manhattan-project-history/Resources/photo_gallery/berkeley_meeting.htm
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6.7  INTELLIGENCE PROJECTS: 

6.71  COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE: 

A. Three steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia counter-intelligence 
research (indicated by a “”) allow Japanese counter-
intelligence research in A World at War, with a “6+” required for 

a result: 

Results: 

1-2 No effect. 

3 [+1] 

4 [+2] 

5 [+3] 

6+  Eliminate one enemy spy ring. Counter-intelligence capabilities may 
not be accumulated. 

B. A Japanese Storm Over Asia counter-intelligence result reduces the level 
required for an A World at War Japanese counter-intelligence result to “5+”. 

C. Unused Japanese counter-intelligence results are eliminated when war 
breaks out. 

D. For the effects of Japanese, Chinese and British Storm Over Asia counter-
intelligence research on Japanese intelligence research in A World at War, see 
transition rule 6.74. 

6.72  COVERT OPERATIONS: For the effects of Japanese, 
Chinese and British Storm Over Asia covert operations research 
on Japanese intelligence research in A World at War, see 
transition rule 6.74. 

6.73  ESPIONAGE: 

A. Three steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia espionage research 
(indicated by a “”) allow espionage research in A World at 
War, with a “6+” required for a result. 

• 3-step Japanese spy rings in an enemy research category uncover the 
codenames in that research category (A World at War rule 46.412A), but 
do not yield the placing alliance faction any research modifiers (A World 
at War rule 46.412B). 

B. A Japanese Storm Over Asia espionage result allows A World at War 
Japanese spy rings to modify general research normally. 

C. Spy rings placed in Chinese regions and Southeast Asia diplomatic targets 
in Storm Over Asia are eliminated when war breaks out and have no effect in 
A World at War. 

D. For the effects of Japanese, Chinese and British Storm Over Asia 
espionage research on Japanese intelligence research in A World at War, see 
transition rule 6.74. 

 

6.74  JAPANESE INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH IN A WORLD AT 
WAR:  The only A World at War effect of Japanese, Chinese and British 
Storm Over Asia counter-intelligence, covert operation and espionage 
research, other than those set out in transition rules 6.71 and 6.73, is to modify 
Japanese A World at War intelligence research, as set out below. 

A. The number of 6-step Storm Over Asia Japanese counter-intelligence, 
covert operation and espionage research results is compared to the number of 
6-step Storm Over Asia Chinese and British counter-intelligence, covert 
operation and espionage research results, on a 2:1 basis (each 6-step Japanese 
result counts as two; each 6-step Chinese and British result counts as one). 

• If the Japanese total of 6-step Storm Over Asia counter-intelligence, 
covert operation and espionage research results is greater than the total 
of the corresponding Chinese and British Storm Over Asia research 
results, Japan receives a +1 modifier for one A World at War intelligence 
project for each +1 surplus, up to a maximum +1 modifier for all six 
Japanese A World at War intelligence research projects. 

• If the Japanese total of 6-step Storm Over Asia counter-intelligence, 
covert operation and espionage research results is less than the total of 
the corresponding Chinese and British Storm Over Asia research results, 
Japan incurs a -1 modifier for one A World at War intelligence project 
for each -1 deficit, up to a maximum -1 modifier for all six Japanese A 
World at War intelligence research projects.  

B. If one or more modifiers apply: 

• The Japanese player determines which Japanese A World at War 
intelligence projects receives positive modifiers. 

• The Allied player determines which Japanese A World at War 
intelligence projects receives negative modifiers. 

• Both positive and negative modifiers only affect the first Japanese A 
World at War research die roll (general intelligence research, counter-
intelligence, espionage) or the first turn of Japanese production (Magic, 
Chinese occupation, Indian subversion) for each modified project. 

If Japan, China and Britain all achieve 6-step results for counter-
intelligence, covert operations and espionage in Storm Over Asia, the 
positive and negative modifiers for Japanese A World at War intelligence 
cancel out. If one side has an advantage, +1 or -1 modifiers will apply to one 
or more Japanese A World at War intelligence projects; the projects to which 
these modifiers apply being determined by the side with the advantage. 

Storm Over Asia 6-step results for codebreaking and KMT do not modify 
Japanese A World at War intelligence research, but they have other A World 
at War effects. 

6.75  CODEBREAKING: 

A. Japan starts A World at War with six blank Magic cards and 
one Magic codebreaking card, plus a second Magic codebreaking 
card for one Japanese Storm Over Asia codebreaking result and 

a third Magic codebreaking card for a second Japanese Storm Over Asia 
codebreaking result. Apart from its six blank Magic cards: 

• Japan’s first Magic codebreaking card must be either a tactical or 
strategic card. 

• Japan’s second Magic codebreaking card must be a submarine warfare 
or ASW card. 

• Japan’s third Magic codebreaking card may be either of the two 
remaining cards. 

• Whether Japan starts A World at War with one, two or three Magic 
codebreaking cards, it may not have two cards of the same type. Japan 
may not produce a second card of the same type until A World at War 
begins. 

B. Intermediate Japanese Storm Over Asia codebreaking results, indicated by 
a circled number on the Storm Over Asia Japanese research record sheet, 
generate one or two research points towards a codebreaking production result 
in A World at War ( or  = one RP;  or  = two RPs).  

6.76  CHINESE PUPPETS: Without any Japanese Storm Over Asia 
Chinese Puppets research, Japan may not produce Chinese occupation 
policies in A World at War. If Japan conducted Chinese Puppets research in 
Storm Over Asia: 

A. Three steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia Chinese Puppets research, as 
indicated by a “”, allow Japan to produce Chinese occupation policies in A 
World at War. 

B. A Japanese Storm Over Asia Chinese Puppets result: 

• Generates one point towards Chinese occupation policies production in 
A World at War. 

• Adds one Wang infantry factor to Japan’s At Start forces in A World at 
War. 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=w_DNc6bYP1qWAM&tbnid=rnb7M_UiN8GWpM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=https://keepyourpeckerup.wordpress.com/tag/bletchley-park/&ei=mDXVU-9Kxe2gBMDkgaAK&bvm=bv.71778758,d.cGU&psig=AFQjCNGXQHsqgVRTbT-BhohNnCM-zhUDZA&ust=1406568207041831
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C. Nine steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia Chinese Puppets research, as 
indicated by a “”: 

• Generate a second point towards Chinese occupation policies production 
in A World at War. 

• Add a second Wang infantry factor to Japan’s At Start forces in A World 
at War. 

D. A second Japanese Storm Over Asia Chinese Puppets result: 

• Gives Japan a Chinese occupation policies result in A World at War. 

• Adds a third Wang infantry factor to Japan’s At Start forces in A World 
at War. 

E. Additional Wang infantry factors are taken as a 1-2 infantry unit, a 2-2 
infantry unit, or both. These units are in addition to the 1-2 and 2-2 Wang 
infantry units Japan may build for each of Peking, Nanking, Shanghai, 
Canton and Chungking controlled by Japan, once Japan achieves a Chinese 
occupation policies result in A World at War (A World at War rule 42.26E). 

6.77  INDIAN SUBVERSION:  Without any Japanese Storm Over Asia 
Indian subversion research, Japan may not produce Indian subversion in A 
World at War. If Japan conducted Indian subversion research in Storm Over 
Asia: 

A. Three steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia Indian subversion research, as 
indicated by a “”, allow Japan to produce Indian subversion in A World at 
War. 

B. A Japanese Storm Over Asia Indian subversion result: 

• Generates one point towards Indian subversion production in A World at 
War. 

• Adds one Indian National Army infantry factor to Japan’s At Start forces 
in A World at War. 

C. Nine steps of Japanese Storm Over Asia Indian subversion research, as 
indicated by a “”: 

• Generate a second point towards Indian subversion production in A 
World at War. 

• Add a second Indian National Army infantry factor to Japan’s At Start 
forces in A World at War. 

D. A second Japanese Storm Over Asia Indian subversion result: 

• Gives Japan an Indian subversion result in A World at War. 

• Adds a third Indian National Army infantry factor to Japan’s At Start 
forces in A World at War. 

E. Additional Indian National Army infantry factors: 

• Are taken as a 1-2 infantry unit, a 2-2 infantry unit, or both. These units 
are in addition to the 1-2 and 2-2 Indian National Army infantry units 
Japan may build for each of Calcutta, Colombo, Dacca and Rangoon 
controlled by Japan, once Japan achieves an Indian subversion result in 
A World at War (A World at War rule 42.26F). 

• May deploy in any Japanese-controlled hex until Japan has gained 
control of one or more Burmese or Indian hexes, after which they may 
operate only in Burma or India (A World at War rule 72.94). Additional 
Indian National Army units that are unable to meet this requirement by 
the end of the turn in which Japan and Britain go to war are permanently 
eliminated. 

 

6.8  CHINESE RESEARCH: 

6.81  CHINESE ARMY:  Every three steps of Storm Over Asia 
Chinese army research, as indicated by a “” or a “result”, 
increase China’s A World at War infantry force pool as follows:  

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Chinese army research add 
two 1-2 infantry units to the Chinese force pool. 

B. A Storm Over Asia Chinese army result adds two additional 1-2 infantry 
units to the Chinese force pool. 

C. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia Chinese army research add a 2-2 infantry 
unit to the Chinese force pool. 

D. A second Storm Over Asia Chinese army result adds a 3-2 infantry unit to 
the Chinese force pool. 

E. Additional infantry units from Storm Over Asia Chinese army research are 
added to the Chinese force pool as allowable builds in A World at War at the 
start of each full year of war, at the rate of one result per year, in whatever 
order the Chinese player wishes. Each higher result includes all lower results.  

6.82  CHINESE AIR:  If China does not achieve at least three 
steps of Storm Over Asia Chinese air research, it has no air units 
in A World at War. Every three steps of Storm Over Asia Chinese 
air research, as indicated by a “” or a “result”, increase China’s 
air force pool as follows: 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Chinese air research add one Flying Tiger 
AAF to the Chinese force pool as an allowable build when USJT reach 20. 

B. A Storm Over Asia Chinese air result adds a second Flying Tiger AAF to 
the Chinese force pool as an allowable build when USJT reach 35. 

C. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia Chinese air research add a Chinese AAF to 
China’s force pool as an allowable build. 

D. A second Storm Over Asia Chinese air result: 

• Adds a second Chinese AAF to China’s force pool as an allowable build. 

• Gives China a second airbase counter. 

E. Each higher result includes all lower results.  

6.83  ELITE UNITS:  If the number of Chinese military 
counters in Storm Over Asia exceeds the number of Chinese 
regions conquered by Japan, China adds one 3-2 infantry unit to 
its force pool for each surplus military counter as an At Start 
unit. China’s initial military counter, military counters built after 

elite unit research, and military counters generated by maximum Chinese 
army and air research results are counted, even if they are subsequently 
eliminated by Japanese conquests; military counters allowed by elite units 
research but not built are not counted. 3-2 infantry units from surplus 
Chinese military counters do not reduce the number of Chinese infantry 
factors from other sources. 

6.84  FORTIFICATIONS: 

A. A Storm Over Asia fortification result allows China to place 
a fort in any Chinese-controlled city in a Chinese region 
containing a fortification at the end of Storm Over Asia. 

• Three steps of Storm Over Asia fortification research are not sufficient to 
allow China to place a fort counter in the transition to A World at War. 

• If all Chinese Storm Over Asia fortifications are eliminated by adverse 
combat results prior to the outbreak of war, China may not fortify a 
Chinese city. 

• If one Chinese Storm Over Asia fortification survives until the outbreak 
of war, China may place a fort counter in a city in the fortified Chinese 
region. 

• If more than one Chinese Storm Over Asia fortification survives until the 
outbreak of war, China may place a fort counter in a city in one of the 
fortified Chinese regions. 

B. A second Storm Over Asia fortification result allows China to place a 
second fort in any Chinese-controlled city in a Chinese region containing a 
fortification at the end of Storm Over Asia. 

• Nine steps of Storm Over Asia fortification research are not sufficient to 
allow China to place a second fort counter in the transition to A World at 
War. 

• If fewer than two Chinese Storm Over Asia fortifications survive until 
the outbreak of war, China may not fortify a second Chinese city.  
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• If two Chinese Storm Over Asia fortifications survive until the outbreak 
of war, China may place a fort counter in a city in the second fortified 
Chinese region. 

• If more than two Chinese Storm Over Asia fortifications survive until 
the outbreak of war, China may place a fort counter in a city in one of 
the fortified Chinese regions that has not already had a city fortified. 

• China may not fortify two cities in the same Chinese region. 

C. Chinese forts are placed during the opening setup of A World at War, at no 
BRP cost. 

D. If Eastern China, which has no cities, is a fortified Chinese region at the 
end of Storm Over Asia, China may fortify any Chinese-controlled hex in 
Eastern China.  

6.85  PARTISANS:  If China does not achieve at least three steps 
of Storm Over Asia partisans research, it has no partisans in A 
World at War. Every three steps of Storm Over Asia partisans 
research, as indicated by a “” or a “result”, increases China’s 
partisan force pool as follows: 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia partisans research: 

• Add one 1-2 partisan unit to China’s forces as an allowable build. 

• China may build one partisan each turn at a cost of two BRPs. 

B. A Storm Over Asia partisans research result: 

• Adds a second 1-2 partisan unit to China’s forces as an allowable build. 

• China may build one partisan each turn at a cost of two BRPs. 

C. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia Chinese partisans research: 

• Add a third 1-2 partisan unit to China’s forces as an allowable build. 

• Allow China to construct one partisan each turn at no cost. 

D. A second Storm Over Asia partisans result: 

• Adds a fourth 1-2 partisan unit to China’s forces as an allowable build. 

• Allows China to construct two partisans each turn at no cost. 

E. Each higher force pool result includes all lower results.  

6.86  CHINA LOBBY:  Storm Over Asia China Lobby research 
has the following effects in A World at War: the level of aid the 
U.S. may grant to China, the effect of Japanese offensive 
operations on the USJT, the Chinese growth rate and the Chinese 
resistance level. 

A. AMERICAN GRANTS:  

• For each step of Storm Over Asia China Lobby research below six steps, 
the limit on American BRP grants to China is decreased by one BRP.  

• For each step of Storm Over Asia China Lobby research above six steps, 
the limit on American BRP grants to China is increased by one BRP. 

B. U.S.-JAPANESE TENSION EFFECTS: 

• If China has not conducted any Storm Over Asia China Lobby research, 
Japanese limited offensive operations do not affect USJT. 

• If China achieved one Storm Over Asia China Lobby result, Japanese 
offensive operations of eight or more BRPs trigger a +1 USJT increase. 

• For each step of Storm Over Asia China Lobby research below six steps, 
one additional BRP of Japanese offensive operations is required to 
trigger a +1 USJT increase (5 steps: 9 BRPs; 4 steps: 10 BRPs; 3 steps: 
11 BRPs; 2 steps: 12 BRPs; 1 step: 13 BRPs). 

• For each step of Storm Over Asia China Lobby research above six steps, 
one less BRP of Japanese offensive operations is required to trigger a +1 
USJT increase (7 steps: 7 BRPs; 8 steps: 6 BRPs; 9 steps: 5 BRPs; 10 
steps: 4 BRPs; 11 steps: 3 BRPs; 12 steps: 2 BRPs). 

C. CHINESE GROWTH: 

• Nine steps of Storm Over Asia China Lobby research increases China’s 
growth rate to 10%. 

• A second Storm Over Asia China Lobby result increases China’s growth 
rate to 20%. 

D. CHINESE RESISTANCE: 

• A second Storm Over Asia China Lobby result increases the Chinese 
Resistance level by +1. 

6.87  NATIONAL UNITY:  Storm Over Asia National Unity 
research affects the relationship between the Nationalist and 
Communist Chinese in A World at War, as follows. 

A. If China has not conducted any Storm Over Asia National 
Unity research, 12 Nationalist and 12 Communist Chinese infantry factors 
may not conduct attritions or offensive attacks against Japan. 

B. The number of Nationalist and Communist Chinese infantry factors that 
may conduct attritions or offensive attacks against Japan is reduced by two 
for each step short of a Storm Over Asia National Unity research result: 

• 5 steps: 2 Nationalist and 2 Communist Chinese infantry factors; 

• 4 steps: 4 Nationalist and 4 Communist Chinese infantry factors; 

• 3 steps: 6 Nationalist and 6 Communist Chinese infantry factors; 

• 2 steps: 8 Nationalist and 8 Communist Chinese infantry factors; 

• 1 step: 10 Nationalist and 10 Communist Chinese infantry factors. 

C. A Storm Over Asia National Unity result: 

• The Nationalist-Communist cooperation restrictions in A World at War 
rule 53.5 apply normally. 

D. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia National Unity research: 

• Nationalist and Communist Chinese units may enter any hexes in China, 
regardless of whether Nationalist or Communist China controls them. 

• Nationalist and Communist Chinese units may stack together. 

E. A second Storm Over Asia National Unity result removes all remaining 
Nationalist-Communist cooperation restrictions. Nationalist and Communist 
Chinese units: 

• Combine for attritions against Japan. 

• May conduct joint offensive attacks against Japan. 

6.88  ECONOMIC PREPARATION:  For each level of Storm 
Over Asia Chinese economic preparation research, the Chinese 
construction limit in A World at War is increased by one, from a 
starting level of -3 BRPs per turn, up to a maximum increase of 
+3, starting in the first turn of A World at War. 

Construction Limit Effects - 6.88 

Economic preparation 0 1 2 3 4 5 6+ 

Construction limit effect -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 

“Economic preparation” is the number of levels of Chinese Storm 
Over Asia economic preparation research achieved. 

“Construction limit effect” is the corresponding decrease or increase 
to China’s construction limit in A World at War. 

 
6.89  BURMA ROAD: If China does not achieve at least three steps of Storm 
Over Asia Burma Road research, Western Allied BRP grants to China via the 
Burma Road are prohibited and the Western Allies may not trace supply to 
China by land. 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Burma Road research allow the Western 
Allies to grant China five BRPs per turn via the Burma Road. 

B. A Storm Over Asia Burma Road result allows the Western Allies to: 

• Grant China ten BRPs per turn via the Burma Road. 

• Trace supply by land into China. 

6.810  SINKIANG ROAD:  A Storm Over Asia Sinkiang Road result allows 
Communist China to build one infantry factor and one partisan each turn, in 
addition to the builds from controlled Chinese regions (11.51). 

6.811  KMT: Storm Over Asia KMT research modifies China’s A World at 
War per turn spending limit, which is half of its YSS BRP total (round down). 
This is modified by a maximum of +/-6 BRPs, based on China’s KMT 
research in Storm Over Asia. 

A. For each step of Storm Over Asia KMT research below six steps, China’s 
A World at War spending limit is decreased by one BRP.  

B. For each step of Storm Over Asia KMT research above six steps, China’s 
A World at War spending limit is increased by one BRP. 
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6.9  BRITISH RESEARCH: 

6.91  AUSTRALIAN ARMY:  Three steps of Storm Over Asia 
Australian army research increase the Australian A World at War 
infantry construction limit. Every three additional steps of Storm 
Over Asia Australian army research, as indicated by a “” or a 
“result”, increase the Australia’s infantry force pool. 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Australian army research increase the 
Australian construction limit in A World at War from two to three BRPs of 
infantry per turn. 

B. The first Storm Over Asia Australian army result adds a 1-2 infantry unit 
to Australia’s At Start forces. 

C. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia Australian army research add a 2-2 infantry 
unit to Australia’s force pool as an allowable build. 

D. The second Storm Over Asia Australian army result adds a 3-2 infantry 
unit to Australia’s force pool as an allowable build. 

E. Each higher result includes all lower results. 

6.92  AUSTRALIAN AIR:  If Britain does not achieve at least 
one level of Storm Over Asia Australian air research, Australia 
begins A World at War with no army air units and the Western 
Allies may not produce Australian army air units in A World at 
War. 

A. One level of Storm Over Asia Australian air research, indicated by a , 
adds one army air squadron to Australia’s force pool. 

B. Two levels of Storm Over Asia Australian air research, indicated by a , 
add a second army air squadron to Australia’s force pool. 

C. The first Storm Over Asia Australian air result adds a third army air 
squadron, consolidated into an AAF, to Australia’s force pool. 

D. Four levels of Storm Over Asia Australian air research, indicated by a , 
add a fourth army air squadron to Australia’s force pool. 

E. Five levels of Storm Over Asia Australian air research, indicated by a , 
add a fifth army air squadron to Australia’s force pool. 

F. The second Storm Over Asia Australian air result adds a sixth army air 
squadron, consolidated into a second AAF, to Australia’s force pool. 

G. Air from Storm Over Asia Australian air research is added to Australia’s 
initial forces as allowable builds at the start of A World at War, and is distinct 
from the two AAF that Australia mobilizes a year after the outbreak of war 
(transition rule 13.22). 

H. Army air squadrons added by intermediate Australian air results must be 
augmented by Western Allied air production to create AAF before being 
constructed. 

I. Australian army air units: 

• have the same Air Nationality DRM as British army air units. 

• may operate only in the Pacific theater and may not be used in the 
European theater. 

6.93  AUSTRALIAN NAVAL AIR TRAINING:  If Britain 
does not achieve at least one level of Storm Over Asia Australian 
naval air training, Australia begins A World at War with no naval 
air units and the Western Allies may not produce Australian naval 
air units in A World at War. Naval air units from Storm Over Asia 

Australian naval air research are added to Australia’s initial forces as 
allowable builds at the start of A World at War. 

A. NAVAL AIR SQUADRONS: Each level of Storm Over Asia Australian 
naval air training research adds one naval air squadron to Australia’s force 
pool: 

• One level, indicated by a , adds one naval air squadron. 

• Two levels, indicated by a , add a second naval air squadron. 

• The first Storm Over Asia Australian naval air training result adds a third 
naval air squadron. 

• Four levels, indicated by a , add a fourth naval air squadron. 

• Five levels, indicated by a , add a fifth naval air squadron. 

• The second Storm Over Asia Australian naval air training result adds a 
sixth naval air squadron. 

B. NAVAL AIR TRAINING RATE: The maximum Australian naval air 
training rate in A World at War is one (A World at War rule 42.43D). 

• The first Storm Over Asia Australian naval air training result generates 
one point towards Australian naval air training production in A World at 
War. 

• Nine steps of Storm Over Asia Australian naval air training result 
generates a second point towards Australian naval air training production 
in A World at War. 

• The second Storm Over Asia Australian naval air training result gives 
Australia a naval air training rate of one in A World at War. 

C. CONSTRUCTION:  Australian naval air squadrons may be constructed 
using Australian, British or American naval air training rates: 

• The Australian naval air training rate may be used to build Australian 
naval air squadrons. 

• Until the U.S. is at war with Japan, Britain may use its naval air training 
rate to build Australian naval air squadrons. 

• If the U.S. is at war with Japan, the U.S. may use its naval air training 
rate to build Australian naval air squadrons. 

D.  GENERAL:  

• Australian naval air squadrons have the same Air Nationality DRM as 
British naval air squadrons. 

• Australian naval air squadrons may operate only in the Pacific theater 
and may not be used in the European theater. 

• Australian naval air squadrons may only operate from land or from 
Australian CVLs. 

6.94  AUSTRALIAN LIGHT SHIPS:  If there is no Storm Over 
Asia Australian light ship research, the Australian navy consists 
of a single CA2. Three, six, nine and 12 steps of Australian light 
ship research, as indicated by a “” or a “result” on Britain’s 
Storm Over Asia research record sheet, increase Australia’s 

starting navy. Each higher result includes all lower results. 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Australian light ship research add a cruiser 
(CA2) to the Australian navy. 

B. The first Storm Over Asia Australian light ship result adds two destroyers 
(DD2) to the Australian navy. 

C. Nine steps of A Storm Over Asia Australian light ship research add an 
additional cruiser (CA2) to the Australian navy. 

D. The second Storm Over Asia Australian light ship result adds an additional 
two destroyers (DD2) to the Australian navy. 

6.95  AUSTRALIAN SHIPBUILDING: If Britain does not 
achieve at least three steps of Storm Over Asia Australian 
shipbuilding research, Australia may not repair or build ships in 
A World at War. Every three steps of Storm Over Asia Australian 
shipbuilding research increase Australia’s A World at War 

shipbuilding abilities. Each higher result includes all lower results. 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Australian shipbuilding research, as 
indicated by a “”,  give Australia a shipbuilding rate of one in A World at 
War, which may only be used to repair Western Allied ships once Britain and 
Japan are at war. 

B. The first Storm Over Asia Australian shipbuilding result allows Australia 
to rebuild Australian cruisers and destroyers that have been sunk, up to the 
starting level of the Australian navy. 

C. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia Australian shipbuilding research, as 
indicated by a “”, increase the Australian shipbuilding rate to two. This 
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second Australian shipbuilding point may be used to build Australian two-
factor battlecruisers and CVLs. Only one such named ship may be under 
construction in the Australian shipyard at any one time. 

D. The second Storm Over Asia Australian shipbuilding result allows two 
Australian named ships to be under construction in the Australian shipyard at 
any one time. 

E. AUSTRALIAN NAMED SHIPS:  

• Battlecruisers: No more than three Australian two-factor battlecruisers 
(the Australia, Galliipoli and New Zealand) may be built. 

• Aircraft carriers: No more than three Australian CVLs (the Brisbane, 
Melbourne and Sydney) may be built. Only Australian naval air 
squadrons may operate from Australian CVLs. 

• Australian battlecruisers and CVLs have the same Naval Nationality 
DRM as their British counterparts. 

• Australian battlecruisers and CVLs may be rebuilt if sunk. 

6.96  INDIAN ARMY:  Three steps of Storm Over Asia Indian 
army research increase the Indian A World at War infantry 
construction limit. Every three additional steps of Storm Over 
Asia Indian army research, as indicated by a “” or a “result”, 
increase the India’s infantry force pool. 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Indian army research increase the Indian 
construction limit in A World at War from two to three BRPs of infantry per 
turn. 

B. The first Storm Over Asia Indian army result adds a 1-2 infantry unit to 
India’s At Start forces. 

C. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia Indian army research add a 2-2 infantry 
unit to India’s force pool as an allowable build. 

D. The second Storm Over Asia Indian army result adds a 3-2 infantry unit to 
India’s force pool as an allowable build. 

E. Each higher result includes all lower results. 

6.97  INDIAN AIR:  If Britain does not achieve at least one level 
of Storm Over Asia Indian air research, India begins A World at 
War with no army air units and the Western Allies may not 
produce Indian army air units in A World at War. 

A. One level of Storm Over Asia Indian air research, indicated by a , adds 
one army air squadron to India’s force pool. 

B. Two levels of Storm Over Asia Indian air research, indicated by a , add 
a second army air squadron to India’s force pool. 

C. The first Storm Over Asia Indian air result adds a third army air squadron, 
consolidated into an AAF, to India’s force pool. 

D. Four levels of Storm Over Asia Indian air research, indicated by a , add 
a fourth army air squadron to India’s force pool. 

E. Five levels of Storm Over Asia Indian air research, indicated by a , add 
a fifth army air squadron to India’s force pool. 

F. The second Storm Over Asia Indian air result adds a sixth army air 
squadron, consolidated into a second AAF, to India’s force pool. 

G. Army air squadrons added by intermediate Indian air results must be 
augmented by Western Allied air production to create AAF before being 
constructed. 

H. India may build one AAF per turn once it has at least one AAF in its force 
pool. 

I. Indian army air units: 

• have the same Air Nationality DRM as British army air units. 

• may operate only in the Southeast Asian front of the Pacific theater and 
may not be used in the European theater. 

6.98  CHINDITS:  If Britain does not achieve at least three steps 
of Storm Over Asia Chindits research, one 1-2 Chindit unit may 
be created by Western Allied production or by converting 
existing Indian units, in accordance with A World at War rule 
10.65A. 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Chindits research give the Western Allies 
a one RP credit towards production of a Chindit in A World at War. 

B. The first Storm Over Asia Chindits result adds a 1-2 Chindit unit to the 
starting British force pool as an allowable build. 

C. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia Chindits research give the Western Allies 
an additional one RP credit towards production of a Chindit in A World at 
War. 

D. The second Storm Over Asia Chindit result adds a second 1-2 Chindit unit 
to the starting British force pool as an allowable build. 

E. Intermediate Storm Over Asia Chindits results, indicated by a “” on 
Britain’s research record, are negated if Britain achieved a higher Chindits 
result. 

6.99  INDIAN SHIPBUILDING: If Britain does not achieve at 
least three steps of Storm Over Asia Indian shipbuilding research, 
India may not repair or build ships in A World at War. Every 
three steps of Storm Over Asia Indian shipbuilding research 
increase India’s A World at War shipbuilding abilities. Each 

higher result includes all lower results. 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Indian shipbuilding research, as indicated 
by a “”,  give India a shipbuilding rate of one in A World at War, which 
may only be used to repair Western Allied ships once Britain and Japan are 
at war. 

B. The first Storm Over Asia Indian shipbuilding result allows India to rebuild 
Australian cruisers and destroyers that have been sunk, up to the starting level 
of the Australian navy. 

C. Nine steps of Indian shipbuilding research, as indicated by a “”,  increase 
the Indian shipbuilding rate to two. This second Indian shipbuilding point 
may be used to build Australian two-factor battlecruisers and CVLs. Only 
one such named ship may be under construction in the Indian shipyard at any 
one time. 

D. The second Indian shipbuilding result allows two Australian named ships 
to be under construction in the Indian shipyard at any one time. 

E. AUSTRALIAN NAMED SHIPS:  

• Battlecruisers: No more than three Australian two-factor battlecruisers 
(the Australia, Galliipoli and New Zealand) may be built. 

• Aircraft carriers: No more than three Australian CVLs (the Brisbane, 
Melbourne and Sydney) may be built. Only Australian naval air 
squadrons may operate from Australian CVLs. 

• Australian battlecruisers and CVLs have the same Naval Nationality 
DRM as their British counterparts. 

• Australian battlecruisers and CVLs may be rebuilt if sunk. 

6.910  ECONOMIC PREPARATION:  If Britain does not 
achieve at least three steps of Storm Over Asia economic 
preparation research, the maximum value of the India box oil 
reserve is one and Calcutta and Dacca have no BRP value in A 
World at War. Each higher result includes all lower results.  

A. Three steps of British Storm Over Asia economic preparation research, as 
indicated by a “”: 

• make Calcutta a British colony worth five BRPs in A World at War. 

• increase the maximum value of the India box oil reserve to two. 

B. A British Storm Over Asia economic preparation result: 

• makes Dacca a British colony worth five BRPs in A World at War. 

• increases the maximum value of the India box oil reserve to three. 

C. Nine steps of British Storm Over Asia economic preparation research, as 
indicated by a “”: 

• make Colombo a British colony worth five BRPs in A World at War. 

• increase the maximum value of the India box oil reserve to four. 

D. A second Storm Over Asia British economic preparation result: 

• increases the value of the India box from 10 BRPs to 15 BRPs. 

• increases the maximum value of the India box oil reserve to five. 

6.911  SINGAPORE:  If Britain does not conduct at least three 
steps of Storm Over Asia Singapore research, Singapore is 
unfortified in A World at War. Every three steps of Storm Over 
Asia Singapore research improve Singapore’s defenses. 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Singapore research, as indicated by a “”, 
generate a directional fortification in Singapore which gives Singapore a +1 
DM against seaborne invasion in A World at War. 
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B. The first Storm Over Asia Singapore result generates a directional fortress 
in Singapore which gives Singapore a +2 DM against seaborne invasion. 

C. Nine steps of Storm Over Asia Singapore research, as indicated by a “”, 
generate a directional fortification between hex DD11 and Singapore which 
gives Singapore a +1 DM against a ground attack in A World at War. 

D. The second Storm Over Asia Singapore result generates a directional 
fortress between hex DD11 and Singapore which gives Singapore a +2 DM 
against ground attack in A World at War. 

E. The improvement to Singapore’s defenses against seaborne invasion after 
the first Storm Over Asia Singapore result is unaffected by higher results.  

6.912  CODEBREAKING:  The U.S. starts A World at War with 
three blank Magic cards and four Magic codebreaking cards (one 
submarine warfare, ASW, tactical and strategic card). The 
composition of the U.S. Magic card deck is affected by British 
Storm Over Asia codebreaking research as follows: 

A. The first British Storm Over Asia codebreaking result adds a Magic wild 
card to the American Magic card deck. 

B. The second British Storm Over Asia codebreaking result adds a submarine 
warfare, ASW, tactical or strategic card, as decided by the Western Allied 
player, to the American Magic card deck. 

C. Intermediate British Storm Over Asia codebreaking results, indicated by a 
circled number on the Storm Over Asia British research record sheet, generate 
one or two research points towards a codebreaking production result in A 
World at War ( or  = one RP;  or  = two RPs).  

7. CHINA 

7.1 OVERVIEW 

7.1  OVERVIEW: 

7.11  “China” consists of mainland China other than Manchuria and Hong 
Kong, and does not include Taiwan or Hainan, although the latter may be 
controlled by Japan, Nationalist China or Communist China, depending on 
the situation in the South China Coast at the end of Storm Over Asia. 

7.12  At the start of A World at War, Japan and China are considered to be 
at war, regardless of the course of events in Storm Over Asia. 

7.13  When Storm Over Asia ends, the situation in China is resolved as 
follows: 

A. FLAGS: Japanese and Chinese flags in unconquered Chinese regions 
are adjusted by mutually eliminating Japanese and Chinese flags (8). 

B. TERRITORY: Hex control in each Chinese region is determined by 
Japanese conquests and the flags in each uncontrolled region (9). 

C. CHINESE FORCES: The force levels for Nationalist China (10) and 
Communist China (11) are then determined, based in part on their control 
of Chinese regions and the Nationalist and Communists flags in each 
unconquered Chinese region. 

8. FLAGS IN CHINA 

8.1 RESOLVING FLAGS 

8.1  RESOLVING FLAGS: 

8.11  REMOVING JAPANESE AND CHINESE FLAGS:  Japanese and 
Chinese (Nationalist, warlord and Communist) flags are mutually 
eliminated on a 1:1 basis, with Chinese flags being removed in the 
following order. For each Japanese flag eliminated: 

A. NATIONALIST FLAGS: A Nationalist flag is eliminated. 

B. WARLORD FLAGS: If there is no Nationalist flag, a warlord flag is 
eliminated. 

C. COMMUNIST FLAGS: If there is no Nationalist or warlord flag, a 
Communist flag is eliminated. 

8.12  JAPANESE FLAGS REMOVED:  If a Japanese flag eliminates a 
Chinese flag, the Japanese flag is also removed. 

8.13  END RESULT:  Once this process is completed, each Chinese region 
will contain only Japanese flags, Chinese flags, or will have no flags. 

 

9. CHINESE TERRITORY 

9.1 CHINESE HEXES 
9.2 CONQUERED CHINESE REGIONS 
9.3 UNCONQUERED CHINESE REGIONS 
9.4 DISPUTED CHINESE REGIONS 
9.5 COMMUNIST CHINA 

9.1  CHINESE HEXES: 

9.11  The Chinese regions in Storm Over Asia correspond to the following 
hexes in A World at War. The regions are listed below, in order of size, with 
their hexes and any Chinese key economic areas indicated: 

A. SHANGHAI (Shanghai): 1 hex (N25). 

B. SOUTH CHINA COAST (Canton, Foochow, Hainan): 4 hexes (Q23 
[Foochow], S20 [Canton], U18, V17 [Hainan]). 

C. YUNNAN: 5 hexes (Q18, R16, R17, S16, S17). 

D. EASTERN CHINA: 8 hexes (O23, O24, O25, P22, P23, P24, Q22, R22). 

E. NORTHERN CHINA (Peking): 10 hexes (H26, I24, I25, J23, J24, J25, 
J26, K23, K24, K25). 

F. SHENSI: 10 hexes (J20, J21, J22, K20, K21, K22, L19, L20, L21, L22). 

G. CENTRAL CHINA (Nanking): 11 hexes (L23, L24, L25, L26, M22, 
M23, M24, M25, N22, N23, N24). 

H. SOUTHERN CHINA: 15 hexes (O22, P21, Q19, Q20, Q21, R18, R19, 
R20, R21, S18, S19, S21, T17, T18, T19). 

I. SZECHUAN (Chungking): 17 hexes (M19, M20, M21, N18, N19, N20, 
N21, O17, O18, O19, O20, O21, P17, P18, P19, P20, Q17). 

9.2  CONQUERED CHINESE REGIONS: 

9.21  If Japan conquered a Chinese region during Storm Over Asia, Japan 
controls all the hexes in that region and may deploy forces in that region 
during the opening setup of A World at War. 

9.3  UNCONQUERED CHINESE REGIONS: 

9.31  Unconquered Chinese regions are under either Nationalist or 
Communist Chinese control. Once Japanese and Chinese flags have been 
mutually eliminated (8.1): 

A. NATIONALIST CONTROL: Nationalist China controls any 
unconquered Chinese region that contains more Nationalist flags than 
Communist flags, or which has no Communist flags. 

B. COMMUNIST CONTROL: Communist China controls any 
unconquered Chinese region that contains one or more Communist flags, 
provided there are as many or more Communist flags than Nationalist 
flags. 
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9.32  Japanese and warlord flags in unconquered Chinese regions do not 
affect the control of the region: 

A. JAPANESE FLAGS: Japanese flags in an unconquered Chinese region 
give Japan control over some hexes in the region (9.4). 

B. WARLORD FLAGS: Warlord flags are disregarded when determining 
control of unconquered Chinese regions. Warlords may not control a 
Chinese region in A World at War. 

 

9.4  DISPUTED CHINESE REGIONS: 

9.41  If, after Japanese and Chinese flags have both been removed (8.1), a 
Chinese region contains one or more Japanese flags, Nationalist China 
controls the hexes in that region (9.31A), subject to the following: 

A. SHANGHAI: 

• For each Japanese flag, the maximum number of Chinese infantry 
factors that may be placed in Shanghai is reduced by one. This limit 
applies throughout the game, unless Shanghai is conquered by Japan 
and reconquered by the Allies: 

o One Japanese flag: 4 infantry factors. 

o Two Japanese flags: 3 infantry factors. 

o Three Japanese flags: 2 infantry factors. 

o Four Japanese flags: 1 infantry factor. 

B. SOUTH CHINA COAST: 

• For each Japanese flag, the maximum number of Chinese infantry 
factors that may be placed in Canton is reduced by one. This limit 
applies throughout the game, unless Canton is conquered by Japan and 
reconquered by the Allies: 

o One Japanese flag: 4 infantry factors. 

o Two Japanese flags: 3 infantry factors. 

o Three Japanese flags: 2 infantry factors. 

o Four Japanese flags: 1 infantry factor. 

• If Japan has one or two flags, Japan gains control of Foochow. 

• If Japan has three or four flags, Japan gains control of Hainan. 

C. YUNNAN: 

• For each Japanese flag, Japan receives control of one hex, subject to 
the following: 

o The first and second hexes assigned to Japan must be mountain 
hexes. 

o The third and fourth assigned to Japan must be jungle-mountain 
hexes. 

o China always retains control of Kunming. 

D. EASTERN CHINA:  

• For the first and third Japanese flags, Japan receives control of two 
hexes for each Japanese flag. 

• For the second and fourth Japanese flags, Japan receives control of one 
hex for each Japanese flag. 

• China always retains control of at least two hexes in Eastern China. 

E. NORTHERN CHINA:  

• For each Japanese flag, Japan receives control of two hexes. 

• China always retains control of at least two hexes in Northern China, 
one of which will be Peking. 

F. SHENSI:  

• For each Japanese flag, Japan receives control of two hexes. 

• China always retains control of at least two hexes in Shensi. 

G. CENTRAL CHINA: 

• For each Japanese flag, Japan receives control of two hexes. 

• China always retains control of at least three hexes in Central China, 
one of which will be Nanking. 

H. SOUTHERN CHINA: 

• For each Japanese flag, Japan receives control of three hexes. 

• China always retains control of at least three hexes in Southern China. 

I. SZECHUAN: 

• For the first and second Japanese flags, Japan receives control of two 
hexes for each Japanese flag. 

• For the third and fourth Japanese flags, Japan receives control of three 
hexes for each Japanese flag. 

• China always retains control of at least seven hexes in Szechuan, one 
of which will be Chungking. 

9.42  PROCEDURE: 

A. Japanese hex control in disputed regions is determined on a hex-by-hex 
basis for each region, with the Japanese player deciding the order in which 
regions are resolved. 

B. For each region, each hex assigned to Japan must be adjacent to as many 
Japanese-controlled hexes as possible. These Japanese-controlled hexes 
may be in: 

• A conquered Chinese region. 

• Manchuria (Northern China only). 

• A disputed Chinese region that has already been resolved. 

• The Chinese region being resolved. 

C. If two or more hexes are equally eligible, the Japanese player decides 
which hex to take. 

D. If Japan has flags in a Chinese region that is not adjacent to any 
Japanese-controlled hexes, the Japanese flags have no effect 
(EXCEPTIONS: Shanghai (9.41A) and the South China Coast (9.41B)). 

9.43  CHINESE CONTROL OF REMAINING HEXES: Hexes in a 
disputed Chinese region that are not controlled by Japan are controlled by 
Nationalist or Communist China. 

9.5  COMMUNIST CHINA: 

9.51  Communist China consists of: 

A. Any Chinese regions under Communist Chinese control at the start of A 
World at War (9.31B). 

B. China west of Shensi to the western edge of the Pacific A World at War 
mapboard, and north of row L15-L19 (inclusive) to the Russian and 
Mongolian borders. 

9.52  SUPPLY: In addition to the supply sources listed in A World at War 
rule 79.62: 

A. Each city in a Communist Chinese region is an unlimited supply source 
for Communist Chinese units and hexes. 

B. If Communist China controls Eastern China, one 
Communist-controlled hex in Eastern China is designated by 
the Chinese player as a supply source. 

C. If Communist China does not control any Chinese regions, 
one Communist-controlled hex west of Shensi is designated by the Chinese 
player as a supply source. 

D. A hex designated by the Chinese player as a supply source is indicated 
by placing the Communist Chinese Base counter in the hex. 
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9.53  CONSTRUCTION RATE: 

A. Communist China may build: 

• One infantry factor per turn for each region it controls at the end of 
Storm Over Asia. 

• One infantry factor per turn for each Chinese region it controls at the 
end of Storm Over Asia that contains a key economic area (Central 
China, Northern China, Shanghai, the South China Coast, Szechuan). 

• One infantry factor and one partisan per turn if China achieved a 
Sinkiang Road result (6.810). 

B. There is no cost for Communist Chinese unit construction in a region 
supplied from a Communist Chinese supply source, provided Communist 
China retains control of the supply source (9.52). Otherwise Russia pays 
the cost of Communist Chinese unit construction. 

10. NATIONALIST CHINESE FORCES  

10.1 OVERVIEW 
10.2 GROUND FACTORS 
10.3 REPLACEMENTS 
10.4 INFANTRY UNITS 
10.5 AIR UNITS 
10.6 ADDITIONAL FORCES 
10.7 PARTISANS 

10.1  OVERVIEW: 

10.11  NATIONALIST CHINESE FORCE POOL:  Nationalist China’s 
force pool consists of ground and air units. Nationalist China has no naval 
units. 

10.12  GROUND UNITS:  Nationalist China’s ground unit force pool 
contains infantry, replacement and partisan units. Nationalist China’s force 
pool never contains armor or specialized units. The size of Nationalist 
China’s initial ground unit force pool is determined by Nationalist China’s 
core force level (10.21A), plus factors from Nationalist-controlled Chinese 
regions (10.21B) and additions or reductions for Nationalist Chinese and 
Japanese flags, respectively (10.21C, D). 

• Replacements: The number of Nationalist Chinese replacements is 
determined by the number of warlord flags converted to Nationalist 
Chinese flags during Storm Over Asia (10.3). 

• Infantry units:  The remaining Nationalist Chinese ground factors are 
infantry units (10.4). Additional starting 3-2 infantry units may be 
added for surviving Chinese military counters (6.83, 10.62); additional 
infantry units may be added in subsequent years as a result of Chinese 
army research (6.81, 10.61). 

• Partisans: The number of Nationalist Chinese partisans depends on 
the level of Chinese partisan research (6.85, 10.7). 

10.13  AIR UNITS:  Nationalist China’s air unit force pool may contain 
Chinese AAF (10.51) and Flying Tiger AAF (6.82, 10.53). Nationalist 
China’s force pool never contains any other type of air unit. 

10.2  GROUND FACTORS: 

10.21  GROUND UNIT FORCE POOL: Nationalist China’s ground unit 
force level is the total of the following: 

A. CORE FACTORS: Nationalist China’s core ground unit force pool of 
four ground factors. 

B. CONTROLLED CHINESE REGIONS:  For each Chinese region 
under Nationalist Chinese control, Nationalist China adds four ground 
factors to its force pool, plus an additional four ground factors for each 
Chinese region under Nationalist Chinese control that contains a key 
economic area (Central China, Northern China, Shanghai, the South China 
Coast, Szechuan). 

C. NATIONALIST FLAGS: Nationalist China adds ground factors for 
Nationalist flags in Chinese regions under Nationalist or Communist 
Chinese control: 

• If Nationalist China has one or two flags in a Chinese region under 
Nationalist or Communist Chinese control, it adds one ground factor 
to its force pool. 

• If Nationalist China has three or four flags in a Chinese region under 
Nationalist control, it adds an additional two ground factors to its 

force pool, for a total of three ground factors from that region. 

D. JAPANESE FLAGS: Nationalist China deducts ground factors for 
Japanese flags in Chinese regions under Nationalist Chinese control: 

o If Japan has one or two flags in a Chinese region under Nationalist 
Chinese control, the Nationalist Chinese ground force pool is 
reduced by one ground factor. 

o If Japan has three or four flags in a Chinese region under 
Nationalist Chinese control, the Nationalist Chinese force pool is 
reduced by an additional two ground factors, for a total 
reduction of three ground factors from that region. 

10.22  MINIMUM LEVEL:  Nationalist China’s minimum ground unit 
force level is 15 ground factors, plus any additional infantry units from 
Chinese army research and Chinese military counters (10.61, 10.62). 

10.3  REPLACEMENTS: 

10.31 REPLACEMENTS: For each warlord 

conversion counter on the United Front track, one 

Nationalist Chinese ground factor is a 

replacement: 

A. The two starting warlord conversion counters are counted. 

B. Warlord flags converted to Nationalist flags during Storm Over Asia for 
any reason are counted. 

C. Unconverted warlord flags in Chinese regions at the end of Storm Over 
Asia are disregarded. 

D. China’s replacements are created before the composition of China’s 
remaining infantry force pool is determined. 

10.32  MAXIMUM OF TEN REPLACEMENTS:  China may not have 
more than ten replacements. Additional warlord conversions do not affect 
the Chinese infantry force pool. 

10.4  INFANTRY UNITS: 

10.41  CONVERSION TO INFANTRY UNITS:  Once the number of 
Nationalist Chinese replacements is determined, all remaining ground 
factors are converted to infantry or air units. 

A. COUNTER MIX: The maximum numbers of each type of Nationalist 
Chinese infantry counters are: 

• 1-2 infantry units: 12. 

• 2-2 infantry units: 12. 

• 3-2 infantry units: 4. 

B. ADDITIONAL INFANTRY UNITS: Infantry units added to 
Nationalist China’s force pool as a result of Chinese army research (6.81, 
10.61) and surplus Chinese military counters (6.83, 10.62) increase the 
number of Chinese infantry units in the Nationalist Chinese ground force 
pool. Such additional infantry units take priority over the remaining Chinese 
infantry force pool, and therefore may affect the composition of the Chinese 
infantry force pool, and possibly the number of army air factors in the 
Chinese force pool (10.51A). 

10.42  CONVERSION TO INFANTRY AND AIR UNITS:  Once any 
additional infantry units from Chinese army research and surplus Chinese 
military counters have been taken into account: 

A. 1-2 AND 2-2 INFANTRY UNITS: The first 24 Nationalist Chinese 
infantry factors are taken as 1-2 and 2-2 infantry units. 

• For every three Nationalist Chinese infantry factors, one 1-2 and one 
2-2 infantry unit are added to the Nationalist Chinese force pool. 

• If the total number of remaining Nationalist Chinese infantry factors is 
not divisible by three, a remnant of one infantry factor generates a 1-2 
infantry unit and a remnant of two infantry factors generates a 2-2 
infantry unit. 

• It follows that, until Nationalist China’s infantry force pool is 27 
factors or more, it will consist of an equal mix of 1-2 and 2-2 infantry 
units, with no more than one extra infantry unit of either denomination. 

B. SURPLUS INFANTRY FACTORS: If Nationalist China’s infantry 
force pool consists of 27 factors or more, not counting additional infantry 
units from Chinese army research and surplus Chinese military counters, the 
surplus may be taken as: 

• 1-2, 2-2 or 3-2 infantry units, up to the counter limits set out in 10.41A. 
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• Army air factors, to a maximum of five AAF (10.51). 

10.43  AT START FORCES AND ALLOWABLE BUILDS: 

A. AT START FORCES: The following Nationalist Chinese units are At 
Start forces and do not need to be built: 

• All starting Nationalist Chinese infantry units (10.42A and B). 

• Any 3-2 Nationalist Chinese infantry units from Chinese military 
counters (10.62). 

B. ALLOWABLE BUILDS: The following Nationalist Chinese units are 
allowable builds and must be built to be used: 

• Additional Nationalist Chinese infantry units from Chinese army 
research (6.81, 10.61). 

• Chinese AAF added from Chinese air research (6.82C, D, 10.63C).  

EXAMPLE:  Storm Over Asia ends with Japan having conquered four Chinese regions, 
Communist China controlling Shensi, and Nationalist China having one flag in each of the 
four remaining Chinese regions. There are no Chinese army or air research results.  During 
Storm Over Asia China converted nine warlord flags to Nationalist flags. 

The Nationalist Chinese infantry force pool consists of 8 infantry factors (its core army - 
10.21A), plus 16 infantry factors (control of four Chinese regions - 10.21B) and 4 infantry 
factors (for one flag in each of four Chinese regions - 10.21C), for a total of 28 infantry 
factors. 

The conversion of nine warlord flags means that nine of the Chinese infantry are 
replacements, leaving China with 28 – 9 = 19 infantry factors (10.3). 

These 19 infantry factors generate six 2-2 infantry units and seven 1-2 infantry units. 

10.5  AIR UNITS: 

10.51  CHINESE AAF: China’s starting force pool includes 
AAF as follows: 

A. EXCESS INFANTRY FACTORS: If China’s starting 
infantry force pool is 27 factors or more, the surplus may be 

taken in AAF, to a maximum of five AAF (10.42B). 

B. CHINESE AIR RESEARCH: China adds one AAF to its force pool if it 
achieves nine steps of Storm Over Asia Chinese air research and adds a 
second AAF to its force pool if it achieves a second Storm Over Asia Chinese 
air result (6.82, 10.63). Both Chinese AAF are allowable builds. 

C. CHINESE AIRBASE: If China achieves a second Storm Over Asia 
Chinese air result, it begins A World at War with a second airbase counter. 

10.52  CHINESE AIR NATIONALITY DRM:  Chinese AAF have an Air 
Nationality DRM of one. This cannot be increased by Western Allied or 
Russian Air Nationality DRM research. 

10.53  FLYING TIGERS: Flying Tiger AAF are added to the 
Chinese force pool by Storm Over Asia Chinese air research 
(6.82): 

A. Three steps of Storm Over Asia Chinese air research add one 
Flying Tiger AAF to the Chinese force pool as an allowable build when USJT 
reach 20. 

B. A Storm Over Asia Chinese air result adds a second Flying Tiger AAF to 
the Chinese force pool as an allowable build when USJT reach 35. 

10.6  ADDITIONAL FORCES: 

10.61  CHINESE ARMY RESEARCH:  Every three steps of Storm Over 
Asia Chinese army research, as indicated by a “” or a “result”, increase 
China’s infantry force pool (6.81). These additional units are added to the 
Chinese force pool at the start of each full year of war, at the rate of one result 
per year each year, in whatever order the Chinese player wishes. 

A. THREE STEPS: Two 1-2 infantry units. 

B. ONE RESULT: Two 1-2 infantry units. 

C. NINE STEPS: One 2-2 infantry unit. 

D. TWO RESULTS: One 3-2 infantry unit. 

10.62  CHINESE MILITARY COUNTERS:  If the number of Chinese 
military counters in Storm Over Asia exceeds the number of Chinese regions 
conquered by Japan, China adds one 3-2 infantry unit to its force pool as an 
At Start unit for each surplus military counter (6.83). 

10.63  CHINESE AIR RESEARCH: Every three steps of Chinese air 
research, as indicated by a “” or a “result”, increase China’s air force pool. 

A. THREE STEPS: One Flying Tiger AAF as an allowable build when 
USJT reach 20. 

B. ONE RESULT: A second Flying Tiger AAF as an allowable build when 

USJT reach 35. 

C. NINE STEPS: One Chinese AAF as an allowable build. 

D. TWO RESULTS: A second Chinese AAF as an allowable build. 

10.7  PARTISANS: 

10.71  PARTISANS:  For every three steps of Storm Over Asia partisans 
research, China receives one partisan in its starting force pool, for a 
maximum of four partisans (6.85). 

 

11. COMMUNIST CHINESE FORCES  

11.1 COMMUNIST FORCES 
11.2 INFANTRY FACTORS 
11.3 INFANTRY UNITS 
11.4 PARTISANS 
11.5 CONSTRUCTION RATE 

11.1  COMMUNIST FORCES: 

11.11  COMMUNIST FORCE LEVELS:  Communist China’s force pool 
consists of: 

A. INFANTRY UNITS: The size of Communist China’s initial infantry 
force pool is determined by Communist China’s core infantry force level 
(11.21A), plus infantry from Communist-controlled Chinese regions 
(11.21B) and additions for Communist Chinese flags in unconquered 
Chinese regions (11.21C). 

B. PARTISANS: The number of Communist Chinese partisans depends 
on the level of Communist Chinese forces (11.4). 

11.2  INFANTRY FACTORS: 

11.21  INFANTRY UNITS: Communist China’s infantry force level is the 
total of the infantry factors from the following: 

A. CORE INFANTRY FACTORS: Communist China’s core force pool 
of four infantry factors. 

B. CONTROLLED CHINESE REGIONS:  For each Chinese region 
under Communist Chinese control, Communist China adds four infantry 
factors to its force pool, plus an additional four ground factors for each 
Chinese region under Communist Chinese control that contains a key 
economic area (Central China, Northern China, Shanghai, the South China 
Coast, Szechuan). 

C. FLAGS: Communist China adds ground factors for Communist flags 
in Chinese regions under Communist or Nationalist control: 

If Communist China has one or two flags in a Chinese region under 
Communist or Nationalist Chinese control, it adds one ground factor to 
its force pool. 

• If Communist China has three or four flags in a Chinese region under 
Communist Chinese control, it adds an additional two ground 
factors to its force pool, for a total of three ground factors from that 
region. 

11.22  MINIMUM LEVEL:  Communist China’s minimum ground unit 
force level is 6 ground factors. 

11.3  INFANTRY UNITS: 

11.31  CONVERSION TO INFANTRY UNITS:  Once the number of 
Communist Chinese infantry factors is determined, those infantry factors 
are converted to infantry units, as follows: 
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A. COUNTER MIX: The maximum numbers of each type of Communist 
Chinese infantry counters are: 

• 1-2 infantry units: 8. 

• 2-2 infantry units: 8. 

B. 1-2 AND 2-2 INFANTRY UNITS: 

• For every three Communist Chinese infantry factors, one 1-2 and one 
2-2 infantry unit are added to the Communist Chinese force pool. 

• If the total number of remaining Communist Chinese infantry factors 
is not divisible by three, a remnant of one infantry factor generates a 
1-2 infantry unit and a remnant of two infantry factors generates a 2-2 
infantry unit. 

• It follows that Communist China’s force pool will always consist of an 
equal mix of 1-2 and 2-2 infantry units, with no more than one extra 
infantry unit of either denomination. 

C. AT START FORCES: All Communist Chinese infantry units are At 
Start forces and do not need to be built. 

11.4  PARTISANS: 

11.41  STARTING PARTISANS:  Provided China achieved a Storm Over 
Asia Sinkiang Road result: 

A. STARTING PARTISANS: For every twelve Communist Chinese 
infantry factors (round up), Communist China receives one partisan in its 
starting force pool, for a maximum of three partisans. 

B. ADDITIONAL PARTISANS: Starting in 1942, Communist China adds 
one partisan to its force pool each year, to a maximum of six partisans. 

11.5  CONSTRUCTION RATE: 

11.51  UNIT CONSTRUCTION: Communist China may build: 

A. One infantry factor per turn for each Chinese region it controls at the 
end of Storm Over Asia. 

B. One infantry factor per turn for each Chinese region it controls at the 
end of Storm Over Asia that contains a key economic area (Central China, 
Northern China, Shanghai, the South China Coast, Szechuan). 

C. One infantry factor and one partisan per turn if China achieved a 
Sinkiang Road result (9.53). 

11.52  If Communist China’s construction rate is at least one infantry factor 
per turn, it may defer construction of a 1-2 infantry unit for one turn in 
order to rebuild a 2-2 infantry unit in a subsequent turn. This happens 
automatically if Communist China has no unbuilt 1-2 infantry units. 

11.53  If Communist China loses control of a Chinese region in A World at 
War, Russia must pay the cost of the Chinese Communist unit construction 
associated with that region (transition rule 12.31, A World at War rule 
79.52). 

 

12. A WORLD AT WAR CONQUESTS 

12.1 CONQUEST 
12.2 CHINESE FORCE POOL EFFECTS 
12.3 COMMUNIST CHINESE CONSTRUCTION EFFECTS 

12.1  CONQUEST: 

12.11 A Chinese region is conquered in A World at War if all the cities in 
the region are captured. A Communist Chinese supply source in Eastern 
China (9.52B) is considered a city for this purpose. 

12.2  CHINESE FORCE POOL EFFECTS: 

12.21  KEY ECONOMIC AREAS: The conquest of Chinese key 
economic areas (Canton, Chungking, Peking, Nanking or Shanghai) in A 
World at War affects the Chinese force pools as follows. 

A. TIMING: Chinese force pool adjustments are made at the end of the 
Allied player turn, immediately before determining the Chinese resistance 
level. 

B. SOURCE OF REMOVED UNITS: Chinese force pool reductions are 
taken from the following sources, in the indicated order: 

• Infantry units from Storm Over Asia Chinese army research that have 
not yet entered the Chinese force pool. 

• Unbuilt units. 

• Built units which are on the mapboard.  

C. JAPANESE CONQUESTS: 

• The Japanese conquest of a Nationalist-controlled Chinese key 
economic area reduces the Nationalist Chinese force pool by four 
infantry factors. One 2-2 and two 1-2 infantry units are removed from 
the Nationalist Chinese force pool.  

• The Japanese conquest of a Communist-controlled Chinese key 
economic area reduces the Communist Chinese force pool by four 
infantry factors. One 2-2 and two 1-2 infantry units are removed from 
the Communist Chinese force pool.  

D. CHINESE CONQUESTS: 

• The Nationalist conquest of a Japanese-controlled Chinese key 
economic area increases the Nationalist Chinese force pool by four 
infantry factors. One 2-2 and two 1-2 infantry units are added to the 
Nationalist Chinese force pool, if available. 

• The Communist conquest of a Japanese-controlled Chinese key 
economic area increases the Communist Chinese force pool by four 
infantry factors. One 2-2 and two 1-2 infantry units are added to the 
Communist Chinese force pool, if available.  

12.21  KEY ECONOMIC AREAS: The conquest of Chinese key 
economic areas (Canton, Chungking, Peking, Nanking or Shanghai) in A 
World at War affects the Chinese force pools as follows: 

A. JAPANESE CONQUESTS: 

• The Japanese conquest of a Nationalist-controlled Chinese key 
economic area reduces the Nationalist Chinese force pool by four 
infantry factors. One 2-2 and two 1-2 infantry units are removed from 
the Nationalist Chinese force pool.  

• The Japanese conquest of a Communist-controlled Chinese key 
economic area reduces the Communist Chinese force pool by four 
infantry factors. One 2-2 and two 1-2 infantry units are removed from 
the Communist Chinese force pool.  

B. CHINESE CONQUESTS: 

• The Nationalist conquest of a Japanese-controlled Chinese key 
economic area increases the Nationalist Chinese force pool by four 
infantry factors. One 2-2 and two 1-2 infantry units are added to the 
Nationalist Chinese force pool.  

• The Communist conquest of a Japanese-controlled Chinese key 
economic area increases the Communist Chinese force pool by four 
infantry factors. One 2-2 and two 1-2 infantry units are added to the 
Communist Chinese force pool.  

12.22  OTHER CHINESE REGIONS: Conquests of Chinese regions 
that do not contain key economic areas in A World at War have no effect 
on the Nationalist or Communist Chinese force pools. 

12.3 COMMUNIST CHINESE 

CONSTRUCTION EFFECTS: 

12.31  Japanese conquest of all the cities in a Communist-controlled 
Chinese region once A World at War has begun does not reduce the Chinese 
Communist construction rate, but Russia must pay the cost of the Chinese 
Communist unit construction associated with that region (transition rule 
11.53, A World at War rule 79.52). 
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13. SOUTHEAST ASIA  

13.1 OVERVIEW 
13.2 AUSTRALIA 
13.3 BURMA 
13.4 DUTCH EAST INDIES 
13.5 INDIA 
13.6 MALAYA 
13.7 THAILAND 

13.1  OVERVIEW: 

13.11  A World at War effects for each Southeast Asian diplomatic target  

depend on how many British or Japanese flags are in the target when Storm 

Over Asia ends. 

13.12  Higher effects include all lower effects, other than when the wording 

otherwise indicates. 

 

13.2  AUSTRALIA:  

13.21  STARTING AUSTRALIAN FORCES: Prior to implementing any 
Storm Over Asia research effects, Australia has the following starting forces: 

A. One 2-2 infantry unit and two 1-2 infantry units. 

B. One CA2 (two cruiser factors). 

C. No air units. 

13.22  AUSTRALIAN  MOBILIZATION:  One year after the outbreak 
of war, the following forces are added, unbuilt, to the Australian force pool: 

A. Two 2-2 infantry units and one 1-2 infantry unit. 

B. Two AAF. 

13.23  DIPLOMATIC EFFECTS: 

A. BRITISH FLAGS: British flags in Australia allow the Western Allies 
to produce Australian infantry prior to the outbreak of war between Britain 
and Japan, and to deploy these additional units to Burma, Malaya or 
Singapore. 

B. JAPANESE FLAGS: One Japanese flag in Australia inverts all 
Australian air and naval units for the first Japanese player turn of Japan’s 
attack, provided Japan achieved surprise. Additional Japanese flags 
increase the number of Australian infantry factors that must remain in 
Australia until Britain and Japan are at war. 

Australia 

    

The produced Australian 2-2 infantry unit may be 
deployed to Burma, Malaya or Singapore in 
excess of the normal infantry factor limit. 

   

An Australian 2-2 infantry unit may be produced 
before the outbreak of war between Britain and 
Japan and must remain in Australia. 

  

The produced Australian 1-2 infantry unit may be 
deployed to Burma, Malaya or Singapore in 
excess of the normal infantry factor limit. 

  

An Australian 1-2 infantry unit may be produced 
before the outbreak of war between Britain and 
Japan and must remain in Australia. 

No flags No effect. 

 

If Japan achieves surprise, all Australian air and 
naval units are inverted in the Japanese turn of 
attack. 

  
Five Australian infantry factors must remain in 
Australia until Britain and Japan are at war. 

   
Six Australian infantry factors must remain in 
Australia until Britain and Japan are at war. 

    
Seven Australian infantry factors must remain in 
Australia until Britain and Japan are at war. 

 

13.3  BURMA: 

13.31  BRP GRANTS TO CHINA:  The maximum BRP capacity of the 
Burma Road is increased or decreased as follows: 

A. +2 BRPs for each British flag in Burma. 

B. -2 BRPs for each Japanese flag in Burma. 

13.32  ADDITIONAL DIPLOMATIC EFFECTS:  The following 
additional effects apply: 

A. BRITISH FLAGS: 

• One and three British flags in Burma allow more Indian infantry 
factors to deploy in Burma. These Indian infantry factors are in 
addition to any produced Indian infantry units permitted in Burma, 
Malaya or Singapore by British flags in India. 

• Two and four British flags in Burma give the Western Allies credit 
towards the production of Chindits. 

B. JAPANESE FLAGS: 

• One and three Japanese flags in Burma add a 1-2 and a 2-2 Indian 
National Army unit to Japan’s At Start forces. 

o Japan receives these Indian National Army units regardless of its 
level of Storm Over Asia Indian subversion research and whether 
it or not it achieves an Indian subversion production result in A 
World at War. 

o These Indian National Army units may deploy in any Japanese-
controlled hex until Japan has gained control of one or more 
Burmese or Indian hexes. 

o An A World at War Indian subversion production result is required 
for Japan to rebuild these Indian National Army units if they are 
eliminated.  

• Two and four Japanese flags in Burma reduce the cost of Indian 
subversion production in A World at War, provided Japan achieved at 
least three steps of Storm Over Asia Indian subversion research. 
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Burma 

    
Britain receives an additional one RP credit 
towards the production of a Chindit. 

   
One additional Indian 2-2 infantry unit may 
deploy in Burma. 

  
Britain receives a one RP credit towards the 
production of a Chindit. 

  
One additional Indian 1-2 infantry unit may 
deploy in Burma. 

No flags No effect. 

 
Add one Indian National Army 1-2 infantry unit 
to Japan’s At Start forces. 

  

The cost of Indian subversion production is 
reduced by one, provided Japanese Indian 
subversion research is allowed. 

   
Add one additional Indian National Army 2-2 
infantry unit to Japan’s At Start forces. 

    
The cost of Indian subversion production is 
reduced by an additional one. 

 

13.4  DUTCH EAST INDIES: 

13.41  DIPLOMATIC EFFECTS:  British and Japanese flags in the 
Dutch East Indies decrease or increase oil shipments to Japan while a 
partial or full oil embargo is in effect (A World at War rules 33.4521B and 
C). 

13.42  MILITARY EFFECTS:  Four British flags in the Dutch East Indies 
allow Britain to deploy one British AAF in the Dutch East Indies prior to 
the outbreak of war. 
 

Dutch East Indies 

    
One British AAF may set up in the Dutch East 
Indies, rather than in India. 

   
Japan receives no oil counters during a partial 
embargo. 

  
Japan receives one oil counter each turn during a 
partial embargo. 

  
Japan receives two oil counters each turn during 
a partial embargo. 

No flags No effect. 

 
Japan receives one additional oil counter each 
turn during an oil embargo. 

  
Japan receives two additional oil counters each 
turn during an oil embargo. 

   
Japan receives three additional oil counters each 
turn during an oil embargo. 

    
Japan receives four additional oil counters each 
turn during an oil embargo. 

 

13.5  INDIA: 

13.51  INDIAN FORCES: Prior to implementing any Storm Over Asia 
research effects, India has the following forces: 

A. Four 2-2 infantry units and three 1-2 infantry units. 

B. No naval units. 

C. No air units. 

13.52  DIPLOMATIC EFFECTS: 

A. BRITISH FLAGS: British flags in India allow the Western Allies to 
produce Indian infantry prior to the outbreak of war between Britain and 
Japan, and to deploy these additional units to Burma, Malaya or Singapore. 

B. JAPANESE FLAGS: One Japanese flag in India inverts all Western 
Allied air and naval units in India and Southeast Asia for the first Japanese 
player turn of Japan’s attack, provided Japan achieved surprise. Additional 
Japanese flags reduce the number of British 1-2 infantry units that may set 
up in Burma, Malaya and Singapore. 

India 

    

The produced Indian 2-2 infantry unit may be 
deployed to Burma, Malaya or Singapore in 
excess of the normal infantry factor limit. 

   

An Indian 2-2 infantry unit may be produced 
before the outbreak of war between Britain and 
Japan and must remain in India. 

  

The produced Indian 1-2 infantry unit may be 
deployed to Burma, Malaya or Singapore in 
excess of the normal infantry factor limit. 

  

An Indian 1-2 infantry unit may be produced 
before the outbreak of war between Britain and 
Japan and must remain in India. 

No flags No effect. 

 

If Japan achieves surprise, all Western Allied air 
and naval units in India, Burma, Malaya and 
Singapore are inverted in the Japanese turn of 
attack. 

  
Only two British 1-2 infantry units may deploy in 
Burma, Malaya or Singapore. 

   
Only one British 1-2 infantry unit may deploy in 
Burma, Malaya or Singapore. 

    
No British 1-2 infantry units may deploy in 
Burma, Malaya or Singapore. 
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13.6  MALAYA: 

13.61  MALAYAN FORCES: Prior to implementing any diplomatic 
effects, Malaya has no forces. Malayan infantry units added by British 
diplomatic results are eliminated if Kuala Lumpur is captured by Japan. 

13.62  DIPLOMATIC EFFECTS: 

A. BRITISH FLAGS: 

• One British flag in Malaya causes the oil center in Brunei to incur two 
levels of damage when captured by Japan, reducing Brunei’s oil 
production by one oil counter for one turn. 

• Two and three British flags in Malaya add Malayan 1-2 infantry units, 
which must set up in Malaya or Singapore. 

• Four British flags in Malaya allow the British 2-3 armor unit to set up 
in Malaya or Singapore. 

B. JAPANESE FLAGS: 

• One Japanese flag in Malaya prohibits Indian units from setting up in 
Malaya or Singapore. 

• Two Japanese flags in Malaya cause Western Allied units to not receive 
a +1 DM when defending in jungle hexes in Malaya. 

• Three Japanese flags in Malaya give Japan an economic interest worth 
5 BRPs in Malaya. 

• Four Japanese flags in Malaya compel the British replacement that 
normally starts in Brunei to start in India. 

Malaya 

    
The British 2-3 armor unit may set up in Malaya 
or Singapore.  

   
Add a second Malayan 1-2 infantry unit, which 
must set up in Malaya or Singapore. 

  
Add one Malayan 1-2 infantry unit, which must 
set up in Malaya or Singapore. 

  

The oil center in Brunei incurs two levels of 
damage when captured by Japan, reducing 
Brunei’s oil production by one oil counter for one 
turn. 

No flags No effect. 

 
Indian units may not set up in Malaya or 
Singapore. 

  
Western Allied units do not receive a +1 DM 
when defending in jungle hexes in Malaya.  

   
Japan has an economic interest worth 5 BRPs in 
Malaya. 

    
The British replacement that normally starts in 
Brunei must start in India. 

 

13.7  THAILAND: 

13.71  THAI FORCES: Prior to implementing any diplomatic effects, 
Thailand has the following forces: 

A. Two 1-2 infantry units. 

B. No air or naval units. 

13.72  DIPLOMATIC EFFECTS: 

A. BRITISH FLAGS: 

• One British flag in Thailand restricts Thai units to Thailand. 

• Two British flags in Thailand removes one Thai 1-2 infantry unit. 

• Three British flags in Thailand give Britain an economic interest worth 
5 BRPs in Thailand. 

• Four British flags in Thailand cause Thailand to remain neutral, with 
Japan only being permitted to enter Thai hexes containing jungle or 
jungle/mountain. Japan may declare war on a neutral Thailand (A 
World at War rule 50.33G). 

B. JAPANESE FLAGS: 

• One Japanese flag in Thailand allows Thai units to enter any hex on 
the Southeast Asian front. 

• Two Japanese flags in Thailand adds one Thai 1-2 infantry unit. 

• Three Japanese flags in Thailand give Japan an economic interest 
worth 5 BRPs in Thailand. 

• Four Japanese flags in Thailand gives Japan hex control of Thailand 
and allows up to five Japanese ground/air factors to enter or trace 
supply into or through Thailand. 

Thailand 

    

Thailand remains neutral. Japanese units may 
enter Thai hexes containing jungle or 
jungle/mountain; Singora is deemed to have been 
controlled and fully supplied by Japan from the 
start of the Japanese player turn in which it 
declared war on Britain. 

   
Britain has an economic interest worth 5 BRPs in 
Thailand. 

  Remove one Thai 1-2 infantry unit. 

  Thai units may not enter hexes outside Thailand. 

No flags No effect. 

 
Thai units may enter any hex on the Southeast 
Asian front. 

  Add one Thai 1-2 infantry unit. 

   
Japan has an economic interest worth 5 BRPs in 
Thailand. 

    

Japan gains control of Thailand and receives 10 
BRPs for Thailand. Up to five Japanese 
ground/air factors may enter or trace supply into 
or through Thailand prior to Thailand associating 
with Japan. 
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14. RUSSO-JAPANESE RELATIONS 

14.1 OVERVIEW 
14.2 SIBERIAN AND MANCHURIAN GARRISONS 
14.3 JAPANESE DECLARATION OF WAR 
14.4 RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR EFFECTS 
14.5 U.S. EFFECTS 
14.6 END OF A RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR 

14.1  OVERVIEW: 

14.11  Other than as set out below, Russia’s economic and military levels are 
governed by the normal A World at War Global War or Pacific scenario rules. 

14.2 SIBERIAN AND MANCHURIAN 

GARRISONS: 

14.21  STORM OVER ASIA GARRISONS: 

A. SIBERIAN GARRISON: Russia’s initial Storm Over Asia Siberian 
garrison consists of one armor, two infantry and two air units, plus one unbuilt 
one armor, infantry and air unit. 

B. MANCHURIAN GARRISON: Japan’s initial Storm Over Asia 
Manchurian garrison consists of four infantry and four air units, with one 
infantry and one air unit being replaced by armor units when they become 
available. At the end of Storm Over Asia, Japan’s Manchurian garrison 
therefore consists of two armor, three infantry and three air units. 

14.22  UNBUILT UNITS:  At the end of Storm Over Asia, both the Siberian 
and Manchurian garrisons should consist of two armor, three infantry and 
three army air units. 

A. JAPAN: If Japan does not have at least two active armor units at the end 
of Storm Over Asia, the Manchurian garrison starts with three fewer armor 
factors than required for each missing armor unit. If Japan does not have 
enough active air units at the end of Storm Over Asia to create five army air 
factors, after converting active Storm Over Asia air units to naval air 
squadrons (4.34C), the Manchurian garrison starts with fewer army air 
factors than required. Japan must build these missing units and put them in 
Manchuria. 

B. RUSSIA: The first three Russian Storm Over Asia military counters 
represent Gathering Storm armor, infantry and air units. If Russia does not 
have all three military counters built at the end of Storm Over Asia, for each 
missing military counter the Siberian garrison is reduced by three armor 
factors, eight infantry factors or two army air factors, as chosen by the 
Russian player, to a maximum reduction of three armor factors, eight infantry 
factors and two army air factors. Russia must build these missing units and 
put them in Siberia. 

C. GARRISONS TAKE PRIORITY: Unbuilt garrison units must be built 
in the first turn of A World at War, or as soon as otherwise possible. This 
expenditure takes priority over any other. 

14.23  A WORLD AT WAR GARRISONS: 

A. SIBERIAN GARRISON: Subject to the effects of Russo-Japanese 
combat in Storm Over Asia (14.24): 

• Russia’s basic A World at War Siberian garrison consists of 45 BRPs of 
units: two 3-3 armor units; two 3-2, four 2-2 and four 1-2 infantry units; 
and five AAF), which must be placed in Siberia, Mongolia or Tannu 
Tuva (A World at War rule 81.41). 

• Until Russia and Japan have gone to war, Russia may not reduce the 
Siberian garrison to less than 30 BRPs of units and must keep one 
Russian three-factor armor unit in Siberia (A World at War rule 81.43). 

B. MANCHURIAN GARRISON: Subject to the effects of Russo-Japanese 
combat in Storm Over Asia (14.24): 

• Japan’s basic A World at War Manchurian garrison consists of 45 BRPs 
of units: six factors of armor units; three 3-2, three 2-2 and three 1-2 
infantry units; and five AAF, which must be placed in Manchuria (A 
World at War rule 81.31). 

• If Japan’s force pool contains less than six armor factors when war breaks 
out, Japan must substitute specialized units, then infantry, for the missing 
armor units, on a factor-for-factor basis, up to a maximum of six factors. 
Japan must rectify this situation as soon as possible by building the 
required armor units at the earliest opportunity and deploying them to 
Manchuria in the turn in which they are built. 

• Provided Japan maintains a Manchurian garrison of at least 30 BRPs of 
units, Russia may not declare war on Japan prior to Germany’s surrender 
unless the BRP value of the Russian units adjacent to or one hex away 
from Manchuria or Japanese-controlled hexes in northern China is at 
least twice the BRP value of the Manchurian garrison. Siberian 
garrison units which do not meet this requirement are not counted (A 
World at War rule 81.51). 

14.24  EFFECTS OF RUSSO-JAPANESE COMBAT:  The results of 
combat between Russia and Japan in Manchuria and Siberia in Storm Over 
Asia are tracked and the cumulative total has the following effects: 

A. JAPANESE ADVANTAGE: For each +1 favoring Japan in Russo-
Japanese combat results: 

• Siberian garrison: The 30 BRP minimum value of the Siberian garrison 
prior to the outbreak of war between Russia and Japan is increased by 
one. 

• Manchurian garrison: The 30 BRP value of the Manchurian garrison 
needed to require Russia to have twice the BRP value of forces in Siberia 
to declare war on Japan is reduced by one. 

B. RUSSIAN ADVANTAGE: For each +1 favoring Russia in Russo-
Japanese combat results: 

• Siberian garrison: The 30 BRP minimum value of the Siberian garrison 
prior to the outbreak of war between Russia and Japan is decreased by 
one. 

• Manchurian garrison: The 30 BRP value of the Manchurian garrison 
needed to require Russia to have twice the BRP value of forces in Siberia 
to declare war on Japan is increased by one. 

14.3  JAPANESE DECLARATION OF WAR: 

14.31  JAPANESE ADVANTAGE REQUIRED:  Japan may not declare 
war on Russia in A World at War before Russia is at war with Germany unless 
Japan had an overall advantage in Storm Over Asia Russo-Japanese combat. 

14.32  BRP COST:  The BRP cost of a Japanese declaration of war on a 
neutral Russia is reduced by one for each Japanese +1 advantage in Russo-
Japanese combat results. 

14.4  RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR EFFECTS: 

14.41  EFFECTS:  If Japan declares war on a neutral Russia, the following 
effects apply, in addition to the normal effects of a declaration of war: 

A. RUSSIAN MOBILIZATIONS: Russia mobilizes every turn, in 
accordance with A World at War rule 36.11B. 

B. RUSSIAN GROWTH RATE: The Russian growth rate is unaffected by 
a Japanese declaration of war. 

C. SIBERIAN GARRISON: Russia must maintain its starting Siberian 
garrison by rebuilding any lost units in Siberia or by rebuilding them in the 
Urals box and immediately deploying them to Siberia. 

D. ADDITIONAL RUSSIAN FORCES: Russia may use additional forces 
in Siberia, in excess of its starting Siberian garrison, including forces from its 
Russian European garrison (A World at War rule 63.51). 

• Additional Russian forces are not required to remain in Siberia, and, if 
lost, may be rebuilt in European Russia, the Urals box or Siberia. 

• Russian European garrison forces that remain in Europe are subject to 
the restrictions in A World at War rules 63.51A and B. 
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E. RUSSO-GERMAN TENSION EFFECTS: 

• A -1 status modifier applies each turn, starting in the turn in which Japan 
declares war on a neutral Russia, unless Japan is also at war with the 
Western Allies. 

• A -1 status modifier applies each turn for every 20 BRPs of additional 
Russian forces in Siberia (round up). 

F. RUSSIAN DECLARATION OF WAR ON GERMANY: If Japan 
declares war on a neutral Russia, Russia may not declare war on Germany 
until one of the following conditions is met. If Russia is permitted to declare 
war on Germany, it may transfer forces from Siberia to Europe prior to 
actually declaring war (transition rule 14.41C). 

• Japan has surrendered; or 

o If there is a Nazi-Soviet Pact, the RGT level, modified by the value 
of the current Japanese resistance level, is 50 or more. The value of 
the Japanese resistance level is subtracted from the RGT level, solely 
for the purpose of determining whether Russia may declare war on 
Germany. 

o If there is no Nazi-Soviet Pact, the Japanese resistance level is below 
ten. 

14.5  U.S. EFFECTS: 

14.51  The effects of a war between Japan and a neutral Russia are set out in 
transition rule 15.5. 

14.6  END OF A RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR: 

14.61  A Russo-Japanese war only ends when the Japanese resistance level is 
zero or less. Russia never surrenders. 

 

15. UNITED STATES  

15.1 U.S.-JAPANESE TENSIONS  
15.2 U.S. BEGINS PLAY IN FALL 1939 
15.3 AMERICAN SHIPBUILDING 
15.4 AMERICAN NAVAL AIR TRAINING 
15.5 RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR EFFECTS 

15.1  U.S.-JAPANESE TENSIONS: 

15.11  The U.S.-Japanese tension level in Spring 1935, when Storm Over 
Asia begins, is -50 (minus fifty). The starting USJT level in A World at War 
is determined by the extent to which the USJT level rises as a result of Storm 
Over Asia: 

A. PER TURN INCREASE: +2 for each turn of Storm Over Asia. 

B. TRADE PACTS: 

    +1   For each Japanese trade pact in China or Southeast Asia, including 
trade pacts in conquered Chinese regions. 

   – 1    For each British trade pact in Southeast Asia. 

C. JAPANESE AGGRESSION INDEX: The Japanese Aggression Index 
at the end of Storm Over Asia, including +1 for each Chinese region 
conquered on the final turn of Storm Over Asia. 
D. JAPANESE SHIPS: 

    +1    For each 3- or 4-factor carrier (CV, CVB) or 4- or 5-factor battleship 
launched by Japan. The Kaga, Akagi and Japanese 3-factor 
battlecruisers are not counted. 

    +1    For each 4-factor carrier (CVB) or 5-factor battleship laid down by 
Japan. 

Historical example: 
-50 (Spring 1935 U.S.-Japanese tension level) 
+36 (18 Storm Over Asia turns) 
+4 (Japanese trade pacts in conquered Chinese regions) 
+7 (JAI) 
+3 One CV launched; two BB5s laid down 
+50 total 

Starting U.S.- Japanese tension level in A World at War = 0. 

15.12  U.S.-JAPANESE TENSION INCREASES:  Once Storm Over Asia 
ends and A World at War begins in the Pacific theater, U.S.-Japanese tensions 
increase in accordance with the A World at War rules, subject to the 
following: 

A. STATUS MODIFIERS: This status modifier: 

 +1 For each Japanese mobilization, not counting the Japanese Fall 1939 
mobilization or any Japanese mobilization that occurs after Japan 
declares war on the U.S. (for a maximum of +3 per turn). 

is modified to take into account that Japan may not have seven military 
factories when Storm Over Asia ends and that Japanese mobilizations do 
not increase USJT if Japan is at war with a neutral Russia: 

 +1 For each of Japan’s last three mobilizations, , other than in turns in 
which Japan is at war with a neutral Russia, including the turn in 
which Japan declares war (for a maximum of +3 per turn). 

B. EVENT MODIFIERS: The following event modifier is added: 

 +1 Japanese capture of Canton, Chungking, Nanking, Peking, or 
Shanghai (+1 for each). 

15.2  U.S. BEGINS PLAY IN FALL 1939: 

15.21  Regardless of when war breaks out in Europe, the U.S. begins play 
in A World at War in Fall 1939. This will initially consist only of 
construction, tracking BRPs and resolving the 1940 YSS. 

15.22  FORCES: The U.S. begins with the following At Start air and 
ground units: 

A. ATLANTIC: Two 3-4 mechanized infantry units, six replacements, one 
strategic bomber. 
B. PACIFIC: Two 2-2 infantry units, five 1-2 infantry units, two 1-2 
marine units, six replacements, five AAF, 18 NAS, one air transport.  
C. PHILIPPINES: Two Filipino 1-2 infantry units. 

15.23  DEPLOYMENT LIMITS: 

A. ATLANTIC: One strategic bomber, two 3-4 mechanized infantry units 
and six replacements start in the Atlantic U.S. box. 

B. PACIFIC: See scenario for details. 

15.24  CONSTRUCTION: In Fall 1939, the U.S. must construct its 
allowable builds and start naval construction, using the American A World 
at War shipyards as its starting position, adjusting its BRP level to reflect 
these expenditures. 

15.25  ECONOMICS: 

A. STARTING BRP BASE AND LEVEL: The U.S. begins A World at 
War in Fall 1939 with a BRP base of 150 and a BRP level of 160 BRPs, 
because the U.S. adds the 10 BRPs for the Philippines to its BRP base when 
determining its starting BRP level (A World at War rule 89.42). 

B. PRE-WAR AMERICAN MOBILIZATIONS:  

• The U.S. may not mobilize in the Atlantic prior to Spring 1940 unless 
war has broken out in Europe, regardless of USAT. 

• The U.S. may not mobilize in the Atlantic more than once per turn, 
even if the USAT level is 20 or more when war breaks out. 

• For each 1940 pre-war American mobilization, the U.S. adds 25 BRPs 
to its BRP base and BRP level, and increases its force pool and 
shipbuilding levels (A World at War rules 36.2, 36.3). 

• American Pacific mobilizations increase the American BRP base and 
BRP level normally, even if war hasn’t yet broken out in Europe when 
they occur. 

C. 1940 YSS: 

• A 1940 YSS is conducted for the U.S. and Japan, even if war has not 
yet broken out in Europe. 

http://www.sjsu.edu/faculty/wooda/nywf.html
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• The American BRP base first grows during the 1940 YSS, at a growth 
rate equal to the effective USAT or USJT level, whichever is higher, at 
the end of the preceding winter game turn, regardless of when war in 
Europe breaks out. 

• RPs generated from the American BRP total and American BRP base 
growth in the 1940 YSS are counted in the Western Allied RP totals for 
1940, and are assigned in the first turn of A World at War if war breaks 
out in 1940. 

D. WAR IN 1941 OR LATER: In the unlikely event that war breaks out 
only in 1941 or later, the U.S. and Japan conduct a 1941 YSS and American 
RPs generated in both the 1940 YSS and the 1941 YSS are counted in the 
initial Western Allied RP totals. 

15.3  AMERICAN SHIPBUILDING: 

15.31  MINIMUM FORCES:  Regardless of when war breaks out, the 
U.S. has the following naval units: 

A. PACIFIC: 

• CVs: Lexington, Saratoga, Enterprise, Yorktown. 

• BB3s: Arizona, California, Maryland, Nevada, Oklahoma, 
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, West Virginia. 

• Cruisers: CA14. 

• Destroyers: DD12. 

• Submarines: One submarine; one additional submarine may be built 
in Fall 1939. 

B. ATLANTIC:  

• BB3s: Colorado, Idaho, Mississippi, New Mexico; New York, Texas. 

• Cruisers: CA14. 

• Destroyers: DD6. 

• ASW: One ASW; one additional ASW may be built in Fall 1939. 

 

15.32  ADDITIONAL AMERICAN SHIPS:  Subject to the restrictions in 
15.33, the U.S. may build additional ships as follows: 

15.32  ADDITIONAL AMERICAN SHIPS:  Subject to the restrictions in 
15.33, the U.S. may build additional ships as follows: 

A. CARRIERS: The U.S. may build fast carriers as follows: 

• For each CV launched by Japan during Storm Over Asia, the U.S. may 
lay down one CV in the turn in which the Japanese fast carrier is 
launched, provided an American shipbuilding point is available. Japan’s 
starting CVs, the Akagi and the Kaga, are not counted and do not permit 
additional American CV builds. 

• For each CVB laid down by Japan during Storm Over Asia, the U.S. may 
lay down one CV in Fall 1939, provided an American shipbuilding point 
is available. 

• The U.S. may lay down one fast carrier (a CVL, CV or CVB) for each 
Japanese fast carrier laid down or launched once war has broken out and 
A World at War has begun (A World at War rule 27.7325). 

• Subject to 15.32B and C, American fast carriers laid down in response 
to Japanese actions are placed on one of the American shipbuilding 
charts in the turn in which the Japanese action occurs and are advanced 
each year thereafter until launched. 

B. BATTLESHIPS: The U.S. builds battleships as follows: 

• For each 4-factor or 5-factor battleship laid down by Japan during Storm 
Over Asia, the U.S. must lay down a 4-factor battleship. 

• In addition, regardless of Japanese shipbuilding: 

o In Spring 1939, the U.S. must lay down one 4-factor battleship in 
each theater. 

o In Summer 1939, the U.S. must lay down an additional 4-factor 
battleship in each theater. 

o Laying down these 4-factor battleships takes priority over advancing 
or launching an existing ship. 

• No more than one battleship may be laid down in each theater each turn. 

• American battleship construction takes priority over American fast 
carrier construction. 

C. TIMING:  

• American fast carriers and battleships are laid down at the times as 
specified in 15.32A and B, provided the U.S. is not required to use its 
available shipbuilding points to advance other ships in that season in both 
its Pacific and Atlantic shipyards. 

• If the U.S. may not lay down a ship because all the available American 
shipbuilding points are required to advance other ships, the ship may be 
laid down in any future next turn in which it is legal to do so. 

15.33  AMERICAN SHIPBUILDING: 

A. The U.S. shipbuilding rate is one ship per turn in each theater. 

B. The U.S. must have an equal number of ships in its Atlantic and Pacific 
shipyards if possible; if one shipyard has one more ship than the other, the 
next ship must be laid down in the shipyard with fewer ships. 

C. The U.S. must advance existing ships if possible, and may only defer ships 
if it has more than one ship to advance in the same shipyard in the same turn. 

15.4  AMERICAN NAVAL AIR TRAINING: 

15.41  At the outbreak of war, regardless of when that occurs, the American 
naval air training level is four. 

15.5  RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR EFFECTS: 

15.51  U.S.-JAPANESE TENSIONS:  The following USJT event modifiers 
are not applied while Japan and a neutral Russia are at war: 

A. JAPANESE DECLARATION OF WAR: 

• The USJT modifier for Japan declaring war on Russia does not apply: 

 +2 Japanese declaration of war against Russia. 

• If Germany and Russia subsequently go to war, the +2 modifier is 
applied to USJT in the turn in which Germany and Russia go to war. 

B. JAPANESE OFFENSIVES: 

• The USJT modifier for Japanese offensives does not apply to Japanese 
Asian front offensives.  

 +1 For every 15 Japanese BRPs spent on offensive operations each turn. 
A remnant of eight or more BRPs at the end of the Japanese player 
turn triggers an increase; a remnant of seven or fewer BRPs is 
ignored. 

• If Germany and Russia subsequently go to war, Japanese Asian front 
offensives increase USJT, but the modifier is not retroactively applied to 
Japanese Asian front offensives conduced prior to the outbreak of war 
between Russia and Germany. 

C. JAPANESE MOBILIZATIONS: USJT increases are not triggered by 
Japanese mobilizations in turns in which Japan is at war with a neutral Russia, 
including the turn in which Japan declares war (transition rule 15.12A). 

EXAMPLE: Japan declares war on a neutral Russia in Summer 1940 and conducts a full 
offensive to take Vladivostok and attack into Siberia and Mongolia. There is no USJT 
increase for the declaration of war (15.51A) or for the Japanese offensive (15.51B). If Japan 
mobilized in Summer, Fall and Winter 1940, there would also be no USJT increase for these 
Japanese mobilizations. 

In Summer 1941, Germany also attacks Russia. The +2 modifier for Japan declaring war on 
Russia is then applied (15.51A) and USJT would also increase by +3 each turn for the 1940 
Japanese mobilizations, starting in Summer 1941 (15.51C). 

15.52  AMERICAN NAVAL FORCES: While Japan and a neutral Russia 
are at war: 
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• For each fast four-factor battleship launched by Japan, the U.S. must 
keep one fast four-battleship in the Pacific theater. 

• For each five-factor battleship launched by Japan, the U.S. must keep 
one five-factor battleship in the Pacific theater. 

• For each fast carrier factor launched by Japan, including its starting 
carriers, the U.S. must keep one fast carrier factor in the Pacific, along 
with an equal number of fast fleet factors. American battleships used to 
offset Japanese fast four-factor battleships and five-factor battleships 
may not be used to escort fast carriers. 

• If the required ships do not exist, the U.S. must build them as quickly as 
possible and may not use any Pacific naval forces in Europe until this is 
done. 

• American fast carriers, four-factor battleships and five-factor battleships 
in excess of the above requirements may be used in Europe. 

16. VICTORY CONDITIONS 

16.1 VICTORY CONDITIONS  

16.1  VICTORY CONDITIONS 

16.11  A WORLD AT WAR VICTORY CONDITIONS APPLY: The 
normal A World at War victory conditions apply, regardless of when the war 
actually breaks out. 


